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Long Promised Road: Carl Wilson, Soul Of The Beach Boys tells the story of the youngest of the
three Wilson brothers, a consummate musician and singer and a natural peacemaker.Robbed of
a normal childhood by international stardom, Carl marked out his own territory by his devotion to
the guitar, rock’n’roll, and rhythm & blues. His electric lead lines ensured the fledgling vocal
group were able to ride the surf music wave—before redefining it altogether.Later, he would sing
lead on two of the most admired songs in rock history, ‘God Only Knows’ and ‘Good Vibrations.’
Then, as Brian succumbed to mental illness and Dennis pursued the path of self-destruction,
Carl kept the fractious Beach Boys show on the road—literally— while increasingly taking the
reins in the studio. He would create a series of underrated albums, including two under his own
name, and some wonderfully soulful songs.And all the while, Carl was the supreme family man,
sheltering Dennis from the wrath of Charles Manson and prising Brian from the clutches of Dr
Eugene Landy. Fighting against conscription into the Vietnam War, then battling his own
problems with drink, drugs, and marital breakdown, he achieved peace, only to be diagnosed
with a terminal illness.In this wide-ranging and thoughtful book, Kent Crowley explores the life
and career of the overlooked hero of the Beach Boys story. Drawing on new interviews with
friends and colleagues, it provides a unique slant on one of rock’s most enduring family sagas.

" ...for Beach Boys fans looking for fresh angles that might reflect back on the band's music and
life, Long Promised Road is full of fun and surprises." - Pitchfork.com"Long Promised Road -
which takes it title from a song Carl co-wrote with lyricist Jack Rieley for the Beach Boys, his first
ever songwriting credit - sheds some much overdue light on this Wilson brother." - Houston
PressAbout the AuthorKent Crowley was a writer, musician, and third-generation Southern
Californian. The author of Surf Beat! Rock & Roll’s Forgotten Revolution, he wrote for
newspapers and magazines including the Los Angeles Times and Vintage Guitar, and worked
on books and documentaries on West Coast history, culture, and politics.
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SourcesAcknowledgmentsIntroductionHOLLYWOOD, CA, April 1981—Tonight’s show amounts
to a homecoming of sorts for the crowd, clad mostly in Hollywood’s 80s uniform of designer
jeans, spandex pants, and satin baseball jackets, who swarm the box office of the Roxy Theatre
on a cool spring evening.Crammed inside the Roxy are rock’n’roll royalty representing nearly
three decades of the best American pop music has to offer. They are here to celebrate the solo
debut of an artist whose voice and guitar have dominated pop radio playlists for 20 years—yet
whose name barely elicits recognition.The Roxy is the most fashionable of the Hollywood rock
clubs and perches atop some of the most sacred ground in rock’n’roll: Sunset Strip. The Sunset
Strip actually begins a block west at Gazzarri’s on the Strip, just below the point where Sunset
Boulevard contours eastward into the stretch Jan & Dean once celebrated as ‘Dead Man’s
Curve.’In 1981, Gazzarri’s serves as flashpoint for a new style of music slowly emerging from the
post-punk, disco, and multiplatinum torpor of the late 70s: a brand of raucous heavy metal that
will become known as ‘hair metal,’ encompassing bands like Van Halen, Mötley Crüe, and Ratt.
Rowdy, loud, and uncouth, Gazzarri’s is the Ellis Island of the Hollywood rock’n’roll scene.
Shunned by critics and scorned by rock cognoscenti alike, Gazzarri’s is the musical street brawl
weeding out the weak before the strong venture further east to the Whisky A Go Go.Known
simply as the Whisky, the club squats on the corner of Sunset Boulevard and North Clark
Avenue. A decade earlier, long queues of mostly denim-clad twentysomethings had snaked
around the front door of the Whisky for what was in 1970 a guilty pleasure: a chance to see a
band who had, in the era before Vietnam, unabashedly celebrated the hedonistic pursuits of the
Golden State, including surfing, skirt-chasing, and even food. A small minority—generally devout
readers of the Los Angeles Free Press, Rock, Crawdaddy, and Rolling Stone—arrived to witness
the rumored rebirth of the only American band to rival The Beatles between their American



debut and 1967’s Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. Yet in a matter of months, The Beach
Boys had plummeted from the heights of ‘Good Vibrations’ and the broken promise of the
unfinished SMiLE album to sink beneath the awareness of the Woodstock generation. Only
when a new generation of pop artists, such as Elton John, Chicago, and America, began
acknowledging their debt to the band and its leader Brian Wilson was the stage set for a
staggering mid-70s comeback.Yet, tonight, here in the Roxy, the air crackles with muted
electricity. Cool rules as audience members shoot nonchalant glances around the club before
the band takes the stage. They are here for Carl Wilson—chiefly remembered as the sweet-
faced, chubby lead guitarist in The Beach Boys, now slimmed down, bearded, and grown into
stylish manhood. After two decades of serving essentially as The Beach Boys’ musical director,
and having quietly overcome the substance abuse issues that derailed one brother’s career and
is destroying the other’s life, Carl takes the stage with his new band to promote his recently
released solo album. He will be the first Beach Boy to break from the fold and tour to support a
solo record.Sprinkled throughout the club are nearly all of The Beach Boys. A visibly intoxicated,
tuxedo-clad Dennis Wilson—rock’n’roll’s original wild child—clambers onto a wobbling tabletop
and shouts declarations of love and support to his younger brother to the cheers of the crowd.
Eternally youthful past-and-future Beach Boy Bruce Johnston stands ready to assist if Dennis
tumbles to the floor.Nearer the stage, placed along the aisle that leads to the backstage area,
the notoriously reclusive Brian Wilson sits next to his wife Marilyn. Trembling and perspiring,
Brian signs autographs and smiles gamely, even when a silent patron walks up and rudely plops
down a stack of old black-label Beach Boys vinyl records in front of him. Brian nods, continues to
smile, and dutifully autographs each one while greeting other guests. Of the five founding Beach
Boys, three are inside, while Carl’s cousin Mike Love arrives fashionably late after the first
set.Nearly everybody here is somebody. Carl’s songwriting partner and lead vocalist Myrna
Smith began her career as one of Elvis’s backing singers, the Sweet Inspirations. She is married
to Carl’s manager Jerry Schilling—the one member of Elvis Presley’s Memphis Mafia that
Colonel Tom Parker couldn’t fire, because he was Elvis’s friend, not his employee. Billy Hinsche,
once Carl’s brother-in-law, a former teen heartthrob and one of the longest-serving and most
talented members of The Beach Boys’ backing band, shares the stage. He is the only link
between Carl’s band and The Beach Boys.From the opening note, the band renders nearly the
entire Carl Wilson album, with only Carl’s ‘Long Promised Road,’ from the 1971 Surf’s Up album,
connecting back to The Beach Boys. Wild applause greets the final number as the band exits
the stage.At 34, Carl is celebrating his 20th anniversary as a professional musician and singer—
a career that began with an awkward 15-minute performance at the Rendezvous Ballroom in the
beachside town of Balboa, California, and led to The Beach Boys’ stature as the only American
rock’n’roll band to go toe-to-toe with The Beatles.In the half-decade between 1961 and 1966,
The Beach Boys rose from a derided surf band to become America’s counterattack to the British
Invasion. Then, with the 1966 release of Pet Sounds, the band would elevate the disposable
teen pap called rock’n’roll to a point where it was taken seriously by artists such as the composer



and conductor Leonard Bernstein and the jazz singer and composer Carmen McRae.Over the
next five years The Beach Boys descended from the heights of commercial and critical success
to become the first ‘oldies’ band, serving up paeans to the good old days as America moved into
the dark days of Lyndon Johnson and the darker days of Richard Nixon. Despite the fact that
Carl, almost alone among the major rock stars of the era, risked his career to stand up against
the Vietnam War and the Selective Service System for conscription, The Beach Boys found
themselves dismissed by the cognoscenti, all the while releasing some of the most
groundbreaking music of their careers.At the turn of the 70s, with Carl at the helm, they began
their resurrection with a new label and Sunflower, an album that, in the words of one Rolling
Stone reviewer, “can finally stand with Pet Sounds.” Within the next five years, The Beach Boys
won the hearts of a new audience of college students who didn’t know surf from Shinola, and a
new generation of surfers who recognized that—whether or not any of the band actually surfed—
The Beach Boys stood fast in celebrating the sport and its environment while the other surf
bands disbanded, failed, or adopted fake English accents to survive the British Invasion.Carl’s
ability to play an emerging style of electric guitar had launched the band on their way to
greatness and put them on their road to redemption a decade later, while he quietly shouldered
the burdens of America’s first family of musical brilliance and madness.Now, at the Roxy, the
youngest yet most technically accomplished Wilson brother thanks the audience and follows his
band offstage. After the show, the crowd slowly rises, jostles, mills, and schmoozes. I find my
way to the stage door, where the security guard intercepts me and inquires as to my credentials.
This is the era of small independent or ‘indie’ labels and boutique ‘vanity’ labels created by the
major record companies. I improvise a record company name that sounds suitable and he
ushers me backstage.At the top of the stairs, Carl and Dennis stand in the dressing room
doorway. Carl beams and Dennis appears overcome with emotion. I scale the steps and glance
inside the doorway into the dressing room. To the left, faces I recognize from dozens of
biographies and documentaries about Elvis Presley—the West Coast branch of the Memphis
Mafia—lean forward and burst into occasional laughter as Carl’s mother Audree holds court,
surrounded by Wilsons and Beach Boys insiders.I wait as Carl thanks Dennis and turns toward
the door to check on the activity inside the dressing room. As Dennis turns to leave, I intercept
him and ask why he didn’t tour to support his excellent Pacific Ocean Blue album. He nods,
glances at his shoes, and an unintelligible hoarse rasp issues from his throat. Between his
shouts of support earlier and the damage wrought by years of smoking and drinking and a
punch to the throat that damaged his larynx, he is too incapacitated and too emotional to be
understood. While I can’t understand what he says, my sense is that he might be expressing
regret. I tell him how much I enjoyed his album and thank him, with still no idea what he actually
said. He shrugs, offers up a sad smile, and descends the steps, and I am greeted with a smile
and a handshake from Carl.“Mr. Wilson,” I say, in my best faux-somebody voice, “wonderful
show.”He thanks me, seeming genuinely grateful for my comment.Carl is well known in guitar
circles for owning one of the rarest Fender Stratocasters. Sitting close to the stage, I noticed that



the Stratocaster he was playing seems like a good candidate. I ask if that is indeed the one, and
he replies that it’s actually a newer instrument. I mention that I noticed that he played the entire
show without a flatpick, employing more of a jazz guitarist’s fingerpicking style. I ask if he’s
forsaken the pick for fingernails and he shows me his picking hand, explaining that he prefers
the softer, warmer sound of fingertips to the sharp percussive attack of nails. He explains how
fingertips give him more control over voicing the individual notes of the chords.As we delve
deeper into the discussion, I hear another short burst of laughter echo from the room and realize
that I’m monopolizing his time discussing guitar minutiae on what may be one of the biggest
nights of his professional life. I thank him. He thanks me for being there and I head down the
stairs.Chapter OneCalifornia SagaRock’n’roll lives often begin with family tragedy or break-up.
John Lennon, Paul McCartney, and Jimi Hendrix all lost their mothers young and expressed their
pain in songs that made the world richer, such as ‘Julia,’ ‘Let It Be,’ and ‘The Wind Cries Mary.’
The gravestone of Phil Spector’s father, a suicide, provided him with a title for his first hit song,
‘To Know Him Is To Love Him.’ Brothers and bandmates Duane and Gregg Allman lost family
members to murder.In this context, the three Wilson brothers, Brian, Dennis, and Carl, were
lucky. There was no binding tragedy, and their parents stayed married long enough to bring them
up together. Where they were less lucky, perhaps, was in the personality of their father, Murry
Wilson, a driven and frustrated man. He was their manager and first producer. Like other bands
of brothers, they shared an experience that bound them together and allowed them to soldier on
under the toughest of circumstances: they were family, not merely bandmates. Mike Love was
family, too: a first cousin but not a brother. That created a rift that would resurface throughout
their careers.Over time, and even within the band, Murry would find supporters as well as
detractors, and the portrait of Murry that evolved over the decades changed depending on the
teller. In the 60s, while Murry portrayed himself as a stern father overlooking the careers of his
beloved sons, The Beach Boys would on occasion make him an object of derision, in songs like
‘Cuckoo Clock’ and ‘I’m Bugged At My Old Man,’ and would burlesque his directions during
recording sessions with his favorite phrase, “Treble up, guys.”Beginning in the 70s, even
excellent journalists like Tom Nolan characterized Murry as an out-of-touch right-winger living in
“Nixonian” circumstances and “bomb Hanoi-ish” (supporting the Vietnam War) who still
employed execrable anachronisms like “negro artists” when describing his sons’ music.1 In
public, though, Murry could be the most gregarious and generous of men, and often the
involvement of his sons determined the Murry with whom one dealt at the moment.During his
early days of hustling demos at Hollywood’s Gold Star Recording Studios, owner Dave Gold
complimented his tie. Murry promptly unfastened the tie and offered it to Gold with his best
wishes. When Murry found himself at odds after being fired by The Beach Boys as their
manager, he returned to Gold Star to record songs with his friends—including a singing plumber
who had fixed his water pipes.2For a generation whose parents were damaged by the
deprivations of war and the Great Depression and who were born into unheard-of prosperity,
tempered by the looming threat of nuclear holocaust, Murry Wilson served as a prime example



of an out-of-touch and overbearing father. After his death, writers and others with real or dubious
claims on The Beach Boys’ life, legacy, and fortune began trafficking in tales that were once
merely legends. There was Murry the abusive father, who pummeled his eldest child so badly
that he lost his hearing on one ear. There was Murry the rapacious moneygrubber, who sold out
the rights to Brian’s songs when the supply of golden eggs evaporated after the SMiLE debacle,
and who robbed Chuck Berry to give Brian full credit for ‘Surfin’ USA,’ a rewrite of ‘Sweet Little
Sixteen.’There was the Murry who denied royalties to Mike Love for ‘California Girls’ and many
other Beach Boys songs.3 There was the Murry who opposed Brian’s partnerships with Jan &
Dean and other artists and then recorded an album with his plumber when he had enough ‘juice’
in the industry to demand his own record contract.4 And there was the Murry whose draconian
demands forced the band to fire him as their manager.5Mostly, though, Murry was viewed as
driving his successful sons’ career, then derailing it through sheer jealousy when his own career
fizzled after a too-brief flirtation with minor success.In 2005, after surviving decades of drug
abuse, mental illness and Dr. Eugene Landy’s Orwellian oversight, a recovered Brian Wilson told
author Peter Ames Carlin, “My relationship with my dad was very unique. In some ways I was
very afraid of him. In other ways I loved him because he knew where it was at. He had that
competitive spirit which really blew my mind.”6Yet, during Murry’s lifetime and afterward, it would
be left to his youngest son, Carl, to try to deal with the effects of Murry’s often toxic legacy on his
two older brothers, both in the musical benefits it wrought and the emotional damage it inflicted.
The cost to Carl was to find his own legacy overlooked by all but the most knowledgeable.In
fairness to Murry, his own upbringing was far from idyllic. The Wilsons came originally from New
York, leaving there in the early 1800s for Ohio and then Hutchinson, Kansas. From there Murry’s
grandfather William Henry Wilson moved the family to Escondido in San Diego County to raise
grapes, only to return to Kansas a year later.It took William Henry’s son William Coral ‘Buddy’
Wilson to establish the Wilson clan beachhead in California, leaving behind his wife, Edith
Sophia Shtole Wilson, and children, including second son Murry Gage, born in 1917, and
daughter Emily Glee, born in 1919.Buddy came to work the oil fields that stretched out along the
southern California coast. By all accounts, Buddy was a difficult and damaged individual who
found his employment in the oil fields often punctuated by long stretches of unemployment, due
to recurring crippling headaches and alcohol abuse. In 1921, Buddy finally imported his wife and
family to California, where they spent their first months living in a tent on the beach in the Orange
County oilfields of Huntington Beach.7 Compared to the sullen and volatile Buddy, said Endless
Summer Quarterly editor David Beard, “Murry was a boy scout.”8“Moody and scattered, plagued
by searing headaches and a self-destructive thirst for whiskey,” wrote Carlin, “Buddy wandered
from job to job to long stretches of unemployment, which he passed grumbling into a glass in a
dim barroom. When Edith and the kids finally joined him in 1921, taking the train to the elegant-
sounding village of Cardiff-by-the-Sea, he couldn’t afford to lease an apartment in
town.”9Buddy’s tendency to abuse alcohol and his frequent bouts of depression are pointed to
by historians as the first harbingers of the disorders that would plague two more generations of



Wilsons.In ‘A Psychobiographical Analysis Of Brian Douglas Wilson: Creativity, Drugs, And
Models Of Schizophrenic and Affective Disorders,’ a 2009 paper for a journal called Personality
And Individual Differences, Dr Stefano Roberto Belli of the Oxford Department of Experimental
Psychology, in England, observed that Murry suffered from at least one major depressive
episode or MDE. “MDEs are not disorders in themselves but rather are descriptions of part of a
disorder, most often major depressive disorder or bipolar disorder,” Belli wrote. “After being
dismissed as manager of The Beach Boys by Brian [in 1964], Murry took to his bed for a period
of between three weeks and a month, with a noticeable loss of motivation: ‘He could barely
summon the will to change out of his pajamas at first.’”10The resemblance to Brian’s frequent
and lengthy retreats in the late 60s and 70s is striking. The tendency of the Wilson males to
mental illness or self-medication may well have genetic roots. It presents a darker side to the
Beach Boys story than the usual sun, fun, and happiness.The 1930 Federal Census listed the
Wilson family, headed by 40-year-old Buddy and 33-year-old Edith, as living in the city of Los
Angeles in a rented home on Figueroa Street. Buddy’s occupation is listed as plumber. Along
with 12-year-old Murry, it lists seven other Wilson children, from the eldest, 15-year-old Elenore,
to Charles, estimated to have been born in 1930. Murry was the third born and second oldest
son. His closest sibling was ten-year-old Emily Glee Wilson, Mike Love’s mother.11By Carlin’s
account, the Wilson children “marched the thin line dictated by their sour father and stern,
demanding mother.” When Buddy’s anger erupted into violence it was often left to Murry to
intervene. When Buddy beat Murry’s youngest brother Charles for breaking his glasses, Murry
had to physically separate them and drag Buddy out of the house until he sobered up. When
Buddy’s rage exploded toward Edith, Murry “found himself thrust into the role of his mother’s
protector, raising his own fists against the father he loved but who seemed unable to love him or
anyone else in the family. But if they couldn’t talk about their problems, the Wilsons could always
sing their way to a kind of amity.”12According to journalist Steve Eidem, “Murry loved these
times. He even found a guitar and began teaching himself how to play. It was during these
musical family get-togethers that Murry decided that he wanted to be a songwriter.”13 Music
became the single bond that drew the family together and quelled the violence simmering below
the surface of Buddy Wilson’s family. Some contend that music’s ability to restore a semblance
of peace and love in the Wilson family drove Murry’s relentless desire to make music his life’s
calling.In 1938, while employed at the Southern California Gas Company, Murry met 21-year-old
Audree Neve Korthoff, daughter of Carl Arie Korthoff and Ruth Edna Finney Korthoff, whose
family came to California from Minnesota. After a courtship, they married and had three sons.
Brian Douglas was born on June 20, 1942; Dennis Carl on December 4, 1944; and Carl Dean on
December 21, 1946. They settled first in Los Angeles and then into the rapidly growing working-
class suburb of Hawthorne in a small two-bedroom ranch house at 3701 West 119th
Street.Murry was exempt from the wartime draft. He had lost an eye in a freak accident while
employed by the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, which forced him to wear a prosthetic eye.
When he returned to work, he tended to overcompensate for his disability, which sparked friction



in the workplace. Finally he opened his own business—A.B.L.E. Machinery, which stood for
Always Better Lasting Equipment—a combination industrial machinery sales-and-rental
operation and tool shop.Yet for Murry, business was business, and his true calling was music.
“There was a lot of music in the house all the time,” Carl told an interviewer in 1984. “We had a
couple of pianos in the house most of the time. We had three pianos at one time. We also had
jukeboxes through the years. So we had a really large cross section of music. We used to sing a
lot as a family. Rhythm & blues, as it was called then, was something we loved a lot.”14The
Wilsons lived in far more modest circumstances than has sometimes been portrayed. In 2013,
former Beach Boy and neighbor David Marks, who had rejoined the band in time to celebrate
The Beach Boys’ 50th anniversary, recalled the Wilson household to journalist Ken Sharp:“I lived
directly across the street from the Wilsons. We both had corner houses. My side of the street
was a new tract home development and all the houses were exactly the same in terms of floor
plan. On the Wilson side, that neighborhood had been there for quite a while. It was run down.
There were no sidewalks. The houses were older and the Wilsons lived in a pretty small, modest
two-bedroom home. The boys all shared a bedroom. When they got older, Brian started sleeping
in the den more and more, which was a converted garage they had turned into a music room.
They had a Hammond B-3 organ, an upright piano, and a little hi-fi in there.”Inside the Wilson
home, said Marks, “it wasn’t Leave It To Beaver. It wasn’t Tobacco Road either. It appeared to be
a poor household, although Murry was successful selling two or three huge machines a year,
industrial drill presses and lathes. They were like as big as a car. He would import them from
England and sell those to maintain the household. They weren’t rich by any means. The outward
appearance of the household was happy. The boys were always running around doing
something and Murry was on the phone and Audree was wearing the apron in the kitchen. It was
pretty typical, actually.“There was nothing really unusual about it except people probably don’t
imagine the Wilsons crammed in a tiny two-bedroom house in a poor neighborhood. There was
one bunk bed and one cot in the bedroom and it was always a mess … clothes all over the
place. They didn’t really have any material possessions to speak of, other than the instruments in
the music room. All the stuff that you hear about Murry being a prick, for me it was an average
normal household. My dad was a prick too, and all the dads in the neighborhood were pricks.
The school of parenting for that generation is what I’m describing. It was OK to smack your kid,
especially my dad, who was Italian; if you say something out of line you get smacked. If you
cause problems you get a beating with a strap.”15Murry was a disciplinarian but he also
indulged his boys when he had the money. Carl and Dennis got an elaborate Lionel model
railway, complete with scenery and houses, one Christmas. Another time, they got a go-kart,
which Murry assembled before taking the pair to a track: Dennis, predictably, drove hell-for-
leather, while Carl was more sedate. There were also biannual trips to Disneyland.16At the
same time, there does not seem to have been much spare money when Murry was building his
business. He told Rolling Stone’s Tom Nolan that the Wilson family was “all so poor we’d just sit
around singing and on occasion drinking a glass of brew. Not the children, the adults. And then I



bought a Hammond electric organ, on time, and we’d play duets, my wife and I. And then Brian
would get in the act and sing. All they ever heard was music in their house. And on occasion,
family arguments.”17For decades, most of Murry’s musical accomplishments have been ignored
or trivialized by writers, with the exception of the performance of his ‘Two-Step, Side-Step’ on
The Lawrence Welk Show on the radio. But Murry’s musical aspirations and efforts laid the
groundwork to turn The Beach Boys from a surf band to the family business to a legend.In 1951,
he formed a relationship with Dorinda and Hite Morgan’s Guild Music, recording two songs with
a singer named Jimmy Haskell (not the noted arranger). Later that year he wrote ‘Tabarin’ (a
popular name for cabarets or nightclubs in the post-war era) which was recorded and released
by The Hollywood Four Flames. An African-American rhythm & blues group, founded in Watts,
the Flames featured a young Bobby Day (under his real name Bobby Byrd), who would write the
rhythm & blues classics ‘Over And Over’ and ‘Little Bitty Pretty One’ and score a major hit with
‘Rockin’ Robin’ in 1958. The Flames would go on to record the rhythm & blues classic ‘Buzz,
Buzz, Buzz’ and a version of ‘Gee’ (a section of which Brian later appropriated for ‘Heroes And
Villains’).18While Billboard magazine gave Murry’s song—a slow, jazzy ballad—a dismal review,
it was recorded again, with Bob Williams singing with The Red Callender Orchestra, as ‘Tabor
Inn.’ The Flames, meanwhile, followed ‘Tabarin’ with Murry’s ‘I’ll Hide My Tears.’In 1952, Welk’s
orchestra performed ‘Two-Step, Side-Step’ (capitalizing on a popular dance at the time) on his
radio program. In 1954, country singer Bonnie Lou—who was voted one of Downbeat
magazine’s ‘Top Five Female Singers’ in the 50s and is today a member of the Rockabilly Hall of
Fame—covered it on a single, which was followed by other regional versions.19These early
efforts present a far different picture of Murry than that of the frustrated white middle-class
aspiring songwriter. Murry had begun making connections in the Los Angeles music scene of
the 50s, interacting with record company owners, publishers, disc jockeys, and other
songwriters like John Dolphin, Art Rupe, and Bobby Day while learning his craft. He wrote for
African-American and country & western artists as well as Welk.More importantly, Murry spent
his off hours studying the mechanics of the music business, from writing the song to recording to
publishing and then finally to hustling it to other artists and radio stations. As the Wilson brothers
pursued their suburban childhood pursuits of baseball, bike riding, and—in Dennis’s case—
setting fields on fire, Murry had begun blazing the path that would lead to a type of worldwide
success that nobody in the 50s could have imagined, not even Elvis.Chapter TwoYoungbloodOf
the three brothers born to Murry and Audree Wilson, only the youngest, Carl, was born in the city
the family put on the map: Hawthorne, California.The only original Beach Boy who qualified as a
member of the baby-boomer generation, Carl was, in his mother’s phrase, “born 30.”1 As a
toddler, he used to mimic the guitar players he watched on the country & western television
programs by playing a toothpick.2 He would grow up to be a cheerful, chubby, calming presence
in what seemed to be a textbook suburban household. On the surface, the Wilson household
exemplified the post-World War II American Dream; beneath bubbled a seething cauldron of
dysfunction.In the years since The Beach Boys mounted the stage at the Rendezvous Ballroom



in Balboa, California, for their debut performance, endless retellings of their story have
transformed it into a myth. Four slightly talented suburban teens, led by a half-deaf, half-mad
musical genius, and terrorized by an abusive tyrant of a father, sang of sunny good times in
America’s sunniest state in the happiest time in its history, the ‘Camelot’ years of John F.
Kennedy. They captivated the teenagers of America while the first wave of rock’n’rollers died,
went to jail, or did military service. Then an assassin’s bullet brought the Camelot era to an end,
and America turned to The Beatles and ‘Swinging England’ for comfort. Too much pressure took
its toll on the oldest brother. He retreated to the studio, then scrapped his masterwork.
Thereafter, The Beach Boys became America’s most successful ‘oldies’ band, while Brian was
slowly rehabilitated, becoming acknowledged as a great artist.This narrative proved flexible in
the retelling, whether to redistribute fortunes, sell soap in mainstream media, or secure dubious
places in history for those on the periphery. Yet The Beach Boys’ tale of joy, madness, and
redemption actually hinged on the one Wilson brother who attempted to carry on the legacy
while reining in the dysfunction of his immediate family. Carl steered the family business through
long battles with outside forces, notably his brother’s renegade psychologist, who hoped to
control the fortune that expanded when the band’s music became the soundtrack for summer
and the lynchpin of his home state’s ongoing marketing campaign.The Wilson family home at
3701 West 119th Street was razed in the early 2000s to accommodate the Interstate 105
freeway. Today California Historical Marker Number 1041 marks the spot, featuring a bas-relief
frieze of the photo from the cover of their 1963 Surfer Girl album (modified to include original and
then later member Al Jardine). The plaque marks “the beginning of an historic musical legacy.
The music of The Beach Boys broadcast to the world an image of California as a place of sun,
surf, and romance.”The marker commemorates the spot where Brian began writing songs,
analyzing Four Freshman harmonies and learning to arrange vocals with his mother, cousin
Mike Love, and younger brother Carl. “It was like, ‘Mom, make Carl sing,’” Carl recalled. “I was
like nine years old and I had to sing. ‘No, I wanna play ball.’ And Brian would say, ‘Mom, make
him sing.’”3In the yard, Carl pursued his first passion, baseball, and became so adept at a young
age that he beat out his older brother Dennis for a position on a local Little League team.4 The
garage later became the music room immortalized in the ballad ‘In My Room’; it was here that
David Marks’s father Elmer once interceded in a fistfight between Murry and Dennis when
Dennis was a teenager. 5 It was here, too, that Dennis suggested to Brian and Mike that they
should write a song about his latest passion, surfing, because the dance it spawned was going
to be the “latest dance craze.” In the same music room, Brian brought his baby brother into their
embryonic group, observing that Carl had a high, clear voice that blended well with his
own.Here, too, David Marks invited Carl to bring his cheap Kay guitar along to visit Dave’s music
teacher, John Maus.7 (Carl had previously had lessons with Dean Brownel, a family friend from
whom he had acquired his middle name. “Dean Brownel was a very technical musician,” he
recalled. “He used to say of a chord, ‘Oh, that’s a G-flat third, augmented by a fifth.’ We were
amused by that, but I was very impressed by his playing. He left his guitar at our house and I



learned a few barre chords.”6)Here, too, future pop star Chris Montez dropped by to visit and
make music with his Hawthorne High School classmates.8 And it was from this house that eight-
year-old Carl Wilson walked to a neighbor’s back yard and heard Little Richard sing ‘Tutti Frutti.’“I
just remember this incredible feeling of excitement in my body,” Carl later said. “It was just a
really emotional experience. I really didn’t know what it was that was going on, I just kind of came
on to this really heightened awareness … it really blew my mind.”9* * *The image The Beach
Boys projected of California may have been one of, as it says on the plaque, “sun, surf, and
romance,” but the state had a more complex history and culture than that would suggest. Few
cities in the world had the diversity of Los Angeles in the 50s. From a series of native Tongva
villages, California became a property of the Spanish crown, then Mexico. Before the discovery
of an underground lake in the Cucamonga Valley and the growing of the first successful Navel
Orange trees in nearby Riverside in the 1880s, Los Angeles was a frontier cowtown as rip-roarin’
and wild as Tombstone or Dodge City. Still basically a small hamlet, it enjoyed the reputation of
having the highest incidence of shootings, murders, and lynchings of any town west of the
Mississippi.10As workers over decades developed the South Bay ports of Long Beach and
Wilmington from the marshy coast west of Los Angeles to become the biggest deep water
harbor on the Pacific coast, the City of Los Angeles began importing (many contend ‘stealing’)
most of its water supply from nearby Owens Valley. The fruit industry overtook wheat and cattle
farming in the latter part of the 19th century. As the orchards and the South Bay ports gradually
took shape, immigrants from every corner of the world beat a path to this new world of abundant
sunshine and wide open spaces.With the major land routes into Los Angeles weaving through
the American south, southwest, and Mexico, the guitar-centric musical cultures of Spain and
Mexico predominated in the southern part of California, bringing with them the tradition of
Mexican vaqueros singing soothing ballads to calm the cattle at night and prevent restive herds
from stampeding or wandering off into the shoulder-high mustard grass of the foothills. Fusing
over time with Irish and English folk traditions, and then swing music, this new hybrid became
the ‘western’ in country & western music.11With the harbors came a vast influx of cultures:
Asian, Greek, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese, Middle Eastern, and others, who brought with
them expertise in harvesting the Pacific’s bounty. Italian, Mexican, and French immigrants
flocked to the vineyards that stretched from Fontana to Hollywood while the Dust Bowl and
nascent petroleum industries propelled southern and southwestern Americans down Route 66
to the citrus and deciduous fruit orchards overtaking the counties of San Bernardino, Riverside,
Orange, and Los Angeles. African-Americans and white rust-belt refugees carved out their own
niches in the patchwork of Los Angeles suburbs as air force, army, and navy bases expanded
after the attack on Pearl Harbor.12As soon as sound transformed the movie industry in the late
1920s, a diaspora of trained musicians, composers, and Broadway impresarios such as Frank
Loesser traded the rain and snow of New York to set up shop in sunny Hollywood. Soon Los
Angeles had its own Tin Pan Alley of coffee shops, drug store soda fountains, and recording
studios where songwriters loitered, pitched their wares, and kept their fingers on the creative



pulse of the ‘city of second chances’ to sell their songs to established recording artists and
movie and television studios.The glue holding together Southern California’s patchwork quilt of
cultures was Latin and its traditions easily joined with what newcomers brought with them: the
tradition of providing their own entertainment using portable stringed instruments—guitars,
mandolins, violins, ouds, guitarrón (the precursor to the modern bass guitar), and others—that
could be carried easily from town to town, house to house, and hauled out on a stage, a store, or
a back porch for a night of improvised festivities.In the 50s, Murry Wilson regularly made the 18-
mile drive from the Wilson family home in Hawthorne to the confluence of all of the musical
streams that flowed into Hollywood. There he recorded the songs he composed at home while
rubbing shoulders with musicians who would pop up time and time again in histories of music
and, most notably, his son’s careers.Murry’s destination was often Gold Star Recording Studios,
which was, in the words of its founder David S. Gold, “a parade of the world.” Located in the
heart of Hollywood at 6252 Santa Monica Boulevard (Route 66) where it intersected with Vine
Street, less than a mile south of the slightly more famous intersection of Hollywood and Vine,
Gold Star began its thirty-three-and-a-third years of existence by focusing on the tunesmith
trade. That meant recording demonstration records (or ‘demos’) in its two compact studios for
songwriters, whether successful Broadway impresarios like Loesser, aspiring tunesmiths like
Jay Livingston and Ray Evans, or a new breed of rock’n’roll songwriter, such as Eddie Cochran,
Bobby Day, and Phil Spector.13Dave Gold first met Murry in the hallways of Gold Star in the mid
50s. Over the years Gold would come to know Murry, first as a struggling songwriter, then as his
sons’ band’s early producer, and then upon his return to songwriting with his much-derided The
Many Moods Of Murry Wilson album.14Gold Star’s central location in Hollywood and easy,
informal approach to recording led to its becoming a popular networking spot for artists seeking
what was new. Musicians, arrangers, and songwriters often dropped by to see who was
recording. Meanwhile struggling songwriters availed themselves of the studio’s ‘Glamor Demo’
approach, in which Gold Star engineers and members of the Gold Star family, such as arranger/
composer Don Ralke and guitarist/bassist Ray Pohlman, would transform through overdubs a
plain piano-and-voice or guitar-and-voice demo into a fully realized recording.Gold Star later
played a role in many key Beach Boys moments: from Murry’s early works in the 50s, like
‘Leaves,’ to some of Brian’s first independent productions, such as ‘Pamela Jean’ by The
Survivors, which often ended up reworked on early Beach Boys albums. By the 60s, Brian was a
regular at Gold Star, studying his hero Phil Spector. Later he used the studio to begin
experimenting with more complex songs and productions such as ‘I Just Wasn’t Made For
These Times,’ ‘Good Vibrations,’ ‘Heroes And Villains,’ and the seminal tracks for the album that
would become Sunflower, which he would later complete in his own Brother Studios.While the
engineers at other studios would often work to circumvent Murry’s meddling, Murry was part of
the Gold Star family and chose Gold Star to record his own album. Stan Ross, Dave Gold’s
partner, remembered each of the Wilson brothers stopping by and offering to “help out the old
man.”15 More importantly, as an independent studio rather than an in-house record label, Gold



Star stood at the center of the rock’n’roll revolution in Los Angeles and recorded the artists who
later exercised some of the biggest influence on The Beach Boys, such as Duane Eddy, Ritchie
Valens, and especially Phil Spector.To compete with its heavily capitalized competition, such as
Capitol, RCA, and Columbia studios, Gold Star focused on building repeat business and
positive word of mouth, so it fostered a warm, friendly, creative atmosphere where people like
Murry Wilson could be among those he considered his peers in the music community.“Murry
began dropping by Gold Star in the early 50s,” said Gold. “He would bring in Audree on most
occasions. He was an amateur writer trying to produce a record.” Because Murry owned a tool
store as part of his business, Gold, a lover of tools who not only handcrafted the bulk of Gold
Star’s key recording technology but even built the front doors for the business, was “very taken
with that,” and they conversed frequently.“My impression of Murry is that he was what would be
described as kind of a ‘redneck,’” Gold said. In his conversations with Murry, he found Murry to
be basically a good heart beating under a gruff exterior: a hard-charging bull in a china shop
who could be reduced to tears by beautiful melodies.“I got the feeling he didn’t want to be that
way,” Gold said. “I know he was very hard on the boys.” Murry was also famously generous,
however. Returning from a trip to Japan, he found his way to Gold Star to make a gift of
expensive silk pajamas to Gold’s wife Mitzi.16Part of the Gold Star experience was rubbing
shoulders with a wide variety of film composers, songwriters, and musicians, and Gold and Ross
facilitated that sense of family by introducing clients to one another to see if sparks might fly,
especially if it meant work for the growing Gold Star family.Two of the key players introduced to
Murry’s orbit were Ralke and Pohlman. Ralke would go on to produce The Sunrays, the band
Murry produced after he was sacked as The Beach Boys’ manager, and The Many Moods Of
Murry Wilson. Pohlman became one of Brian’s first-call bassists. “That was Stan’s doing,” said
Gold. “Whenever he got the chance, he would hook people up.”17* * *Even as Murry recorded
demos of his songs at Gold Star in the late 50s, a new generation of West Coast rockers hung
out in the hallways, making connections in the music business. They included two young artists
who would exert a tremendous influence on The Beach Boys’ future: Ritchie Valens and Dick
Dale.Today, Valens can be viewed, along with Eddie Cochran, as one of the founding fathers of
West Coast rock’n’roll. Ritchie first came to Gold Star in 1958, at the age of 17. There he and his
producer Bob Keane cobbled together Ritchie’s first hit record ‘Come On, Let’s Go,’ using many
of the session musicians from what was then known as the Clique and later became known as
the Wrecking Crew, including guitarist/bassist Carol Kaye, drummer Earl Palmer, and guitarist
Rene Hall.The success of Ritchie’s follow-up single, ‘Oh, Donna,’ encouraged Keane to expand
his artist list on his newly formed Del-Fi Records. One of his first signings was a young rockabilly
singer/guitarist named Dick Dale (formerly Richard Monsour), who performed on local country &
western television programs and local rock venues. He had even appeared as a rock star in the
1960 Marilyn Monroe film Let’s Make Love.18Years before the 1996 film Pulp Fiction finally
elevated Dick Dale to his long-deserved status as one of rock’n’roll’s guitar godfathers, Carl
assessed Dale’s influence on his own guitar playing in a 1981 interview with Geoffrey Himes. “A



lot of stuff that people thought I invented was just the way people played guitar in LA,” Wilson
said. “At that time Dick Dale was really happening. He played at the Rendezvous Ballroom in
Newport Beach. The Bel Airs were playing big dances. Surf music wasn’t vocal then, it was
guitar bands playing instrumentals in the style of The Ventures. Surf guitar was a real simple,
hokey guitar style; they’d play the melody down in a lower register. These kids would buy these
huge (Fender) amps, crank them up and those simple little melodies would just roar. But Dick
Dale was different from the rest, because he had more control and more bite. Ooh, Dick Dale;
that’s who you wanted to sound like if you were a guitarist in LA in those years.”19The
relationship between Dale and The Beach Boys proved mutually beneficial. According to Jon
Stebbins, who wrote definitive biographies of both Dennis Wilson and David Marks, Dale owed
much of his fame beyond Southern California to The Beach Boys’ recordings of his classics,
‘Miserlou’ and ‘Let’s Go Trippin’’ on their 1963 Surfin’ USA album. They also reprised ‘Let’s Go
Trippin’’ on their million-selling Beach Boys Concert album.20“There is no doubt The Beach
Boys put the music of Dick Dale into the national consciousness in a big way,” Stebbins said.
“Millions of kids around the world were digging Dick Dale through Carl, David, and Al that
otherwise would never have heard that music until maybe Pulp Fiction. Surf guitar lovers should
thank Carl Wilson and The Beach Boys every day because they were by far the most effective
ambassadors of the genre.”21Surfing had been part of Southern California culture since the
early 1900s and many notable Southern California athletes, such as Olympians Duke
Kahanamoko and Tarzan star Johnny Weissmuller, were often joined out on the waves by young
actors like John Wayne or Cliff Robertson. But the realm that Dale ruled actually began on a
June day in 1958, when a 24-year-old engineering student from Ontario, California, named
Hobart ‘Hobie’ Alter carried his latest experiment down to Brooks Street Beach in Laguna
Beach, caught a wave, and changed the history of a sport and a state forever. He had replaced
the traditional heavy carved wooden board with a lighter, cheaper board made from a block of
polystyrene foam, covered in fiberglass and resin. Owning a surfboard went from weeks of
exacting shaping, glassing, and finishing to a simple trip to a surf shop.22A year earlier, a writer
named Friedrich Kohner (later Americanized to Frederick) had immersed himself in his young
daughter Kathy’s adventures, surfing at Malibu Beach. Barely tipping the scales at 95lbs and
only five feet tall, Kathy Kohner found herself nicknamed ‘Gidget’ (‘girl’ plus ‘midget’) by a surfer
named Terry ‘Tubesteak’ Tracy, who along with fellow surfers Mickey ‘Da Cat’ Dora, Mickey
Munoz, Dewey Weber, and others provided the first role models for young California
surfers.Kohner, who had fled Austria to escape the Holocaust, fictionalized his daughter’s story
into the novel Gidget in 1957. By 1959, the book had sold over half a million copies and
Columbia Pictures had Kohner write the script for the film version, starring teen idols James
Darren and Sandra Dee (who was stunt-doubled in the surfing scenes by Munoz in a blond wig
and bikini). It provided the world with a romanticized view of the new surfing culture springing up
along the coasts of Southern California. Young Americans flocked to the Golden State from
colder American climes as part of a mass migration fueled by Cold War defense spending.Yet,



after the Gidget phenomenon and the invention of the modern surfboard, it took a third
innovation to complete the trifecta of events transforming Southern California into the sun-and-
fun paradise The Beach Boys sang about. Orange County musical instrument manufacturer Leo
Fender provided the third element when he created the first modular or ‘stack’ amplifier.Fender
didn’t play guitar but began his journey in transforming music as a radio repairman. Frequently
called upon to repair the amplifiers of working musicians, he sought to develop the most efficient
designs possible. Then, recognizing that an electric guitar was essentially an amplifier driver, he
focused on the most efficient guitar designs. By 1958, not only had Fender introduced such
classic designs as the Fender Telecaster, Stratocaster, Jazzmaster, and Precision Bass, his
influence would extend to his fellow instrument makers, who began designing their own
solidbody guitars.Fender stood apart from his fellow guitar builders by focusing on meeting the
needs of working musicians, such as blues guitarist Pee Wee Crayton, session guitarist Del
Casher, and an up-and-coming rockabilly artist who had recently changed his stage name to
Dick Dale. Fender would supply each of them with a prototype or early model and then poll them
for their opinions.23 Not being a musician himself, “he listened to musicians,” said guitarist John
Jorgenson.24 Dale suggested that the pickup switch on the Stratocaster be modified to engage
two single-coil pickups at once, creating a fatter, warmer sound, similar to the popular
‘humbucker’ pickups on rival electric guitars (which were essentially two single-coil pickups
wired together to diminish extraneous noise).25The guitar, Dale said, wasn’t the issue; his
problem was that he kept blowing up his amplifiers. So, one evening in 1961, Fender and his
associate Fred Tavares traveled the nearly 30 miles from Fullerton to the Balboa Peninsula in
Newport Beach to a beachside ballroom, where they navigated through moving clusters of
surfers stomping the hardwood floors to the driving rhythms of Dick Dale & His Del
Tones.26Fender listened. The next day he returned to his factory in Fullerton and changed
music forever, creating the Showman amplifier, which allowed lead guitar to be the dominant
voice in a group. In time it would make Carl Wilson the leader of the touring Beach
Boys.27Chapter ThreeSeems So Long AgoWhen Carl Wilson died, in 1996, friends, fans, and
the media mourned him as an angel or a saint; yet few wondered how a home environment that
had produced one of the world’s most important and damaged musicians, and another who
embodied the ‘sex, drugs, and rock’n’roll’ lifestyle, could have produced a man who was by all
accounts the essence of gentleness, humility, and warmth.In his youth, those closest to Carl
marveled—in fact, worried—that he never seemed to lose his temper and kept everything
bottled up inside. In his older years, as the children, wives, and ex-wives of band members
proliferated, he was known as ‘Papa Bear’ for the way he assumed the oversight of the offspring
of his brothers and cousins.1“He had a way of disagreeing with you in the kindest way,” said
Stephen W. Desper, a long-time Beach Boys sound engineer and the designer of Brother
Studios. “I must say, I never saw him get mad, or angry, or shout, or come undone. He was the
leader during Brian’s illness because he was so stable, steady, solid, and strong in the way he
handled adversity. His competence gave the group confidence, a most needed attribute during



those times when the group seemed to be on a downturn. He always retained that confident
attitude.”2Gerry Beckley, America guitarist and future partner in Beckley-Lamm-Wilson, saw a
slightly different side. “I know he had some hard edges. And I saw them, and I could see Carl
getting riled up, but very, very rarely.”3The childhood that shaped Carl Wilson varied from the
one that shaped his brothers Dennis and Brian, largely because there was so little of it. At 14, he
was recording songs with the band that became The Beach Boys. By the age of 16, he was a
guitar star. When he was 18, he assumed the role of onstage musical leader of the band that
stood as America’s greatest hope to dethrone The Beatles.The usual answer to the question of
Carl’s nearly imperturbable geniality is that Dennis inherited Murry’s volatility and Carl inherited
Audree’s sweetness. He was always close to his mother and he was apparently her favorite. She
told Carl’s wife Gina that he didn’t start talking until he was three.4 Another idea is that, if Brian
poured his pain into music and Dennis released his with sex and mischief, Carl found comfort in
food, contributing to the weight issue that caused the shy and sensitive boy to be bullied
mercilessly by neighborhood children with nicknames like ‘porky.’5Throughout his career,
journalists or insiders treated Carl’s weight cavalierly. Brian once wrote a song about his fat
brother and recorded it on his Wollensak tape recorder.6 In interviews or profiles of the band,
writers made a point of noting Carl’s preference for jump suits to ameliorate any vestiges of baby
fat or remarked that the appearance of ‘chubby little Carl’ worked against The Beach Boys
developing a viable image in the 60s.7Before they were The Beach Boys, they were high school
athletes. Brian excelled in football and baseball, Mike ran track, and the Love family produced
not one but two celebrated college and professional basketball players: Mike’s brother Stan Love
and nephew Kevin Love. Dennis surfed (Mike would learn later) and Al Jardine, another
Hawthorne High boy, could claim that Brian cost him his football career when a play went awry
and left Al limping off the field with a broken leg. While David Marks was too young to pursue
high school sports (he was still in today’s equivalent of middle school when he joined the band),
he more than anybody matched the image of a surfer with his slender frame and bushy blond
hair. While Carl demonstrated an early talent for baseball, his opportunity to develop as an
athlete diminished with each new Beach Boys success.Incidentally, Carl was born left-handed,
but throughout his life played guitar right-handed.8 While left-handers comprise only ten percent
of the population, left-handed musicians seemed to exercise a disproportionate influence on the
music of the 60s. Paul McCartney played his bass and guitars strung for a lefty (or ‘mirror
image’), and Ringo Starr always said that being a left-hander playing a right-hand drum kit gave
him a unique approach not shared by drummers playing the correct line up. While Carl’s hero
Dick Dale and Jimi Hendrix were both lefties, Dale strung his guitar as a right-hander would and
played his instruments upside down, with the bass strings below the high strings.9 Paul Simon,
Ritchie Valens, and Mike Bloomfield were, like Carl, lefties who played right-handed.10Brian’s
love for music and the emotional release it provided was common knowledge among friends and
family when he commandeered family members to sing his arrangements around the piano.
Carl’s proved to be a more private passion, jamming with David Marks or Chris Montez, or sitting



alone learning chords and figures from Duane Eddy and Chuck Berry records in a home where
pianos ruled.Carl himself left few clues to his childhood. In the song ‘Seems So Long Ago’ on his
1981 debut album Carl Wilson, the lost childhood Carl laments seems far removed from the
inferno of familial dysfunction often portrayed in biographies of the band or its individual
members. With Myrna Smith helping him shape his lyrics, as Tony Asher had done with Brian’s
Pet Sounds songs, Carl conjures a gentle tableau of his childhood, recalling the trees in the
Wilson yard, his mother’s “sweet smile” and how his father “worked so hard.” He sings of “the
good times we shared” and how much his parents cared, which is not the usual story told about
life with Murry Wilson. But there is a reminder, too, of the moral guidance he received and which
he took to heart: “to not do wrong.”Children in larger families often find when growing up that the
parents they recall and their childhood memories are often far different than the recollections of
their siblings. In interviews, Carl was always careful to mention his parents’ support, noting that
Murry sold his business to focus on The Beach Boys’ career. In the liner notes to The Beach
Boys’ 1964 album All Summer Long, while each of the other Beach Boys reveals his personality
in the short paragraph appearing above his name, Carl, as always, quietly assumes the role of
caretaker and caregiver that would distinguish his life:“It’s been a while now, but it seems like we
just started out yesterday. I still get that overwhelming feeling when we’re announced to come
onstage. And a fantastic ovation—you could never know how much we appreciate them. To Mom
and Dad: Brian, Dennis and you: I hope you are proud of us. You know we owe so much to
you.”11Much of those differences in the parent-child relationship can be attributed to the fact
that parents do learn over time. It is a common axiom that the oldest child is the one parents
‘make their mistakes on.’ This would be especially true in the Wilson home, where Murry’s role
model for fatherhood was the distant, disagreeable, and volcanic Buddy; Audree’s father was by
some accounts a stern presence in the home.In larger families, older children are shanghaied
into the child-rearing process by being given small doses of parental authority to accomplish
small tasks, such as getting one’s brothers or sisters ready for bed or a family outing. Older
siblings, particularly in homes such as the Wilsons’, will often band together in common cause to
protect one parent against another or to protect one another.Whatever can be said about the
relationship between Brian and Murry, it was one of anything but neglect. Given Brian’s early
musical gifts, and the possible guilt Murry may have felt when Brian was diagnosed with 90
percent hearing loss in his right ear, Brian was in many ways the ‘fair-haired’ child.12 Even
Murry’s detractors marvel at the attention and resources he lavished on his oldest son, which
included buying him a car and building him his own music room.13With only two years between
them, it was often left to Dennis—who would go on to be the band’s sex symbol and the
songwriting partner of Charles Manson—to co-parent Carl. While miles of ink have been
lavished on Brian’s mental disorders and chemical addictions, most music journalists, with the
exception of Dennis’s biographer Jon Stebbins, have been content to accept Dennis at face
value. Yet over the years, even casual Beach Boys insiders saw indications in Dennis of what
would today probably be diagnosed as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).



According to the National Institute of Mental Health, ADHD “is one of the most common
childhood disorders and can continue through adolescence and adulthood. Symptoms include
difficulty staying focused and paying attention, difficulty controlling behavior, and hyperactivity
(over-activity).”14Alternatively, Dennis might have suffered from Oppositional Defiant Disorder,
displayed by children who are overly stubborn or rebellious and refuse to obey rules, or Bipolar
Disorder, “in which extreme mood swings go from mania (an extremely high elevated mood) to
depression in short periods of time.”15Brian marveled at Dennis’s nervous energy and
physicality even when it created issues in the studio. During the overdubbing of vocals on
‘Wouldn’t It Be Nice,’ Brian found himself fretting for hours on how to capture Dennis’s vocal part,
as Dennis would frequently lose focus on the microphone and glance around the studio during
recordings. Brian finally struck upon a solution by having Dennis cup his hands over his mouth to
keep his attention focused on the mic.Long Promised RoadCarl Wilson, Soul of The Beach
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SourcesAcknowledgmentsIntroductionHOLLYWOOD, CA, April 1981—Tonight’s show amounts
to a homecoming of sorts for the crowd, clad mostly in Hollywood’s 80s uniform of designer
jeans, spandex pants, and satin baseball jackets, who swarm the box office of the Roxy Theatre
on a cool spring evening.Crammed inside the Roxy are rock’n’roll royalty representing nearly
three decades of the best American pop music has to offer. They are here to celebrate the solo
debut of an artist whose voice and guitar have dominated pop radio playlists for 20 years—yet
whose name barely elicits recognition.The Roxy is the most fashionable of the Hollywood rock
clubs and perches atop some of the most sacred ground in rock’n’roll: Sunset Strip. The Sunset
Strip actually begins a block west at Gazzarri’s on the Strip, just below the point where Sunset
Boulevard contours eastward into the stretch Jan & Dean once celebrated as ‘Dead Man’s
Curve.’In 1981, Gazzarri’s serves as flashpoint for a new style of music slowly emerging from the
post-punk, disco, and multiplatinum torpor of the late 70s: a brand of raucous heavy metal that
will become known as ‘hair metal,’ encompassing bands like Van Halen, Mötley Crüe, and Ratt.
Rowdy, loud, and uncouth, Gazzarri’s is the Ellis Island of the Hollywood rock’n’roll scene.
Shunned by critics and scorned by rock cognoscenti alike, Gazzarri’s is the musical street brawl
weeding out the weak before the strong venture further east to the Whisky A Go Go.Known
simply as the Whisky, the club squats on the corner of Sunset Boulevard and North Clark
Avenue. A decade earlier, long queues of mostly denim-clad twentysomethings had snaked
around the front door of the Whisky for what was in 1970 a guilty pleasure: a chance to see a
band who had, in the era before Vietnam, unabashedly celebrated the hedonistic pursuits of the
Golden State, including surfing, skirt-chasing, and even food. A small minority—generally devout
readers of the Los Angeles Free Press, Rock, Crawdaddy, and Rolling Stone—arrived to witness
the rumored rebirth of the only American band to rival The Beatles between their American
debut and 1967’s Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. Yet in a matter of months, The Beach
Boys had plummeted from the heights of ‘Good Vibrations’ and the broken promise of the
unfinished SMiLE album to sink beneath the awareness of the Woodstock generation. Only
when a new generation of pop artists, such as Elton John, Chicago, and America, began
acknowledging their debt to the band and its leader Brian Wilson was the stage set for a
staggering mid-70s comeback.Yet, tonight, here in the Roxy, the air crackles with muted
electricity. Cool rules as audience members shoot nonchalant glances around the club before
the band takes the stage. They are here for Carl Wilson—chiefly remembered as the sweet-
faced, chubby lead guitarist in The Beach Boys, now slimmed down, bearded, and grown into
stylish manhood. After two decades of serving essentially as The Beach Boys’ musical director,
and having quietly overcome the substance abuse issues that derailed one brother’s career and
is destroying the other’s life, Carl takes the stage with his new band to promote his recently
released solo album. He will be the first Beach Boy to break from the fold and tour to support a
solo record.Sprinkled throughout the club are nearly all of The Beach Boys. A visibly intoxicated,
tuxedo-clad Dennis Wilson—rock’n’roll’s original wild child—clambers onto a wobbling tabletop
and shouts declarations of love and support to his younger brother to the cheers of the crowd.



Eternally youthful past-and-future Beach Boy Bruce Johnston stands ready to assist if Dennis
tumbles to the floor.Nearer the stage, placed along the aisle that leads to the backstage area,
the notoriously reclusive Brian Wilson sits next to his wife Marilyn. Trembling and perspiring,
Brian signs autographs and smiles gamely, even when a silent patron walks up and rudely plops
down a stack of old black-label Beach Boys vinyl records in front of him. Brian nods, continues to
smile, and dutifully autographs each one while greeting other guests. Of the five founding Beach
Boys, three are inside, while Carl’s cousin Mike Love arrives fashionably late after the first
set.Nearly everybody here is somebody. Carl’s songwriting partner and lead vocalist Myrna
Smith began her career as one of Elvis’s backing singers, the Sweet Inspirations. She is married
to Carl’s manager Jerry Schilling—the one member of Elvis Presley’s Memphis Mafia that
Colonel Tom Parker couldn’t fire, because he was Elvis’s friend, not his employee. Billy Hinsche,
once Carl’s brother-in-law, a former teen heartthrob and one of the longest-serving and most
talented members of The Beach Boys’ backing band, shares the stage. He is the only link
between Carl’s band and The Beach Boys.From the opening note, the band renders nearly the
entire Carl Wilson album, with only Carl’s ‘Long Promised Road,’ from the 1971 Surf’s Up album,
connecting back to The Beach Boys. Wild applause greets the final number as the band exits
the stage.At 34, Carl is celebrating his 20th anniversary as a professional musician and singer—
a career that began with an awkward 15-minute performance at the Rendezvous Ballroom in the
beachside town of Balboa, California, and led to The Beach Boys’ stature as the only American
rock’n’roll band to go toe-to-toe with The Beatles.In the half-decade between 1961 and 1966,
The Beach Boys rose from a derided surf band to become America’s counterattack to the British
Invasion. Then, with the 1966 release of Pet Sounds, the band would elevate the disposable
teen pap called rock’n’roll to a point where it was taken seriously by artists such as the composer
and conductor Leonard Bernstein and the jazz singer and composer Carmen McRae.Over the
next five years The Beach Boys descended from the heights of commercial and critical success
to become the first ‘oldies’ band, serving up paeans to the good old days as America moved into
the dark days of Lyndon Johnson and the darker days of Richard Nixon. Despite the fact that
Carl, almost alone among the major rock stars of the era, risked his career to stand up against
the Vietnam War and the Selective Service System for conscription, The Beach Boys found
themselves dismissed by the cognoscenti, all the while releasing some of the most
groundbreaking music of their careers.At the turn of the 70s, with Carl at the helm, they began
their resurrection with a new label and Sunflower, an album that, in the words of one Rolling
Stone reviewer, “can finally stand with Pet Sounds.” Within the next five years, The Beach Boys
won the hearts of a new audience of college students who didn’t know surf from Shinola, and a
new generation of surfers who recognized that—whether or not any of the band actually surfed—
The Beach Boys stood fast in celebrating the sport and its environment while the other surf
bands disbanded, failed, or adopted fake English accents to survive the British Invasion.Carl’s
ability to play an emerging style of electric guitar had launched the band on their way to
greatness and put them on their road to redemption a decade later, while he quietly shouldered



the burdens of America’s first family of musical brilliance and madness.Now, at the Roxy, the
youngest yet most technically accomplished Wilson brother thanks the audience and follows his
band offstage. After the show, the crowd slowly rises, jostles, mills, and schmoozes. I find my
way to the stage door, where the security guard intercepts me and inquires as to my credentials.
This is the era of small independent or ‘indie’ labels and boutique ‘vanity’ labels created by the
major record companies. I improvise a record company name that sounds suitable and he
ushers me backstage.At the top of the stairs, Carl and Dennis stand in the dressing room
doorway. Carl beams and Dennis appears overcome with emotion. I scale the steps and glance
inside the doorway into the dressing room. To the left, faces I recognize from dozens of
biographies and documentaries about Elvis Presley—the West Coast branch of the Memphis
Mafia—lean forward and burst into occasional laughter as Carl’s mother Audree holds court,
surrounded by Wilsons and Beach Boys insiders.I wait as Carl thanks Dennis and turns toward
the door to check on the activity inside the dressing room. As Dennis turns to leave, I intercept
him and ask why he didn’t tour to support his excellent Pacific Ocean Blue album. He nods,
glances at his shoes, and an unintelligible hoarse rasp issues from his throat. Between his
shouts of support earlier and the damage wrought by years of smoking and drinking and a
punch to the throat that damaged his larynx, he is too incapacitated and too emotional to be
understood. While I can’t understand what he says, my sense is that he might be expressing
regret. I tell him how much I enjoyed his album and thank him, with still no idea what he actually
said. He shrugs, offers up a sad smile, and descends the steps, and I am greeted with a smile
and a handshake from Carl.“Mr. Wilson,” I say, in my best faux-somebody voice, “wonderful
show.”He thanks me, seeming genuinely grateful for my comment.Carl is well known in guitar
circles for owning one of the rarest Fender Stratocasters. Sitting close to the stage, I noticed that
the Stratocaster he was playing seems like a good candidate. I ask if that is indeed the one, and
he replies that it’s actually a newer instrument. I mention that I noticed that he played the entire
show without a flatpick, employing more of a jazz guitarist’s fingerpicking style. I ask if he’s
forsaken the pick for fingernails and he shows me his picking hand, explaining that he prefers
the softer, warmer sound of fingertips to the sharp percussive attack of nails. He explains how
fingertips give him more control over voicing the individual notes of the chords.As we delve
deeper into the discussion, I hear another short burst of laughter echo from the room and realize
that I’m monopolizing his time discussing guitar minutiae on what may be one of the biggest
nights of his professional life. I thank him. He thanks me for being there and I head down the
stairs.IntroductionHOLLYWOOD, CA, April 1981—Tonight’s show amounts to a homecoming of
sorts for the crowd, clad mostly in Hollywood’s 80s uniform of designer jeans, spandex pants,
and satin baseball jackets, who swarm the box office of the Roxy Theatre on a cool spring
evening.Crammed inside the Roxy are rock’n’roll royalty representing nearly three decades of
the best American pop music has to offer. They are here to celebrate the solo debut of an artist
whose voice and guitar have dominated pop radio playlists for 20 years—yet whose name
barely elicits recognition.The Roxy is the most fashionable of the Hollywood rock clubs and



perches atop some of the most sacred ground in rock’n’roll: Sunset Strip. The Sunset Strip
actually begins a block west at Gazzarri’s on the Strip, just below the point where Sunset
Boulevard contours eastward into the stretch Jan & Dean once celebrated as ‘Dead Man’s
Curve.’In 1981, Gazzarri’s serves as flashpoint for a new style of music slowly emerging from the
post-punk, disco, and multiplatinum torpor of the late 70s: a brand of raucous heavy metal that
will become known as ‘hair metal,’ encompassing bands like Van Halen, Mötley Crüe, and Ratt.
Rowdy, loud, and uncouth, Gazzarri’s is the Ellis Island of the Hollywood rock’n’roll scene.
Shunned by critics and scorned by rock cognoscenti alike, Gazzarri’s is the musical street brawl
weeding out the weak before the strong venture further east to the Whisky A Go Go.Known
simply as the Whisky, the club squats on the corner of Sunset Boulevard and North Clark
Avenue. A decade earlier, long queues of mostly denim-clad twentysomethings had snaked
around the front door of the Whisky for what was in 1970 a guilty pleasure: a chance to see a
band who had, in the era before Vietnam, unabashedly celebrated the hedonistic pursuits of the
Golden State, including surfing, skirt-chasing, and even food. A small minority—generally devout
readers of the Los Angeles Free Press, Rock, Crawdaddy, and Rolling Stone—arrived to witness
the rumored rebirth of the only American band to rival The Beatles between their American
debut and 1967’s Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. Yet in a matter of months, The Beach
Boys had plummeted from the heights of ‘Good Vibrations’ and the broken promise of the
unfinished SMiLE album to sink beneath the awareness of the Woodstock generation. Only
when a new generation of pop artists, such as Elton John, Chicago, and America, began
acknowledging their debt to the band and its leader Brian Wilson was the stage set for a
staggering mid-70s comeback.Yet, tonight, here in the Roxy, the air crackles with muted
electricity. Cool rules as audience members shoot nonchalant glances around the club before
the band takes the stage. They are here for Carl Wilson—chiefly remembered as the sweet-
faced, chubby lead guitarist in The Beach Boys, now slimmed down, bearded, and grown into
stylish manhood. After two decades of serving essentially as The Beach Boys’ musical director,
and having quietly overcome the substance abuse issues that derailed one brother’s career and
is destroying the other’s life, Carl takes the stage with his new band to promote his recently
released solo album. He will be the first Beach Boy to break from the fold and tour to support a
solo record.Sprinkled throughout the club are nearly all of The Beach Boys. A visibly intoxicated,
tuxedo-clad Dennis Wilson—rock’n’roll’s original wild child—clambers onto a wobbling tabletop
and shouts declarations of love and support to his younger brother to the cheers of the crowd.
Eternally youthful past-and-future Beach Boy Bruce Johnston stands ready to assist if Dennis
tumbles to the floor.Nearer the stage, placed along the aisle that leads to the backstage area,
the notoriously reclusive Brian Wilson sits next to his wife Marilyn. Trembling and perspiring,
Brian signs autographs and smiles gamely, even when a silent patron walks up and rudely plops
down a stack of old black-label Beach Boys vinyl records in front of him. Brian nods, continues to
smile, and dutifully autographs each one while greeting other guests. Of the five founding Beach
Boys, three are inside, while Carl’s cousin Mike Love arrives fashionably late after the first



set.Nearly everybody here is somebody. Carl’s songwriting partner and lead vocalist Myrna
Smith began her career as one of Elvis’s backing singers, the Sweet Inspirations. She is married
to Carl’s manager Jerry Schilling—the one member of Elvis Presley’s Memphis Mafia that
Colonel Tom Parker couldn’t fire, because he was Elvis’s friend, not his employee. Billy Hinsche,
once Carl’s brother-in-law, a former teen heartthrob and one of the longest-serving and most
talented members of The Beach Boys’ backing band, shares the stage. He is the only link
between Carl’s band and The Beach Boys.From the opening note, the band renders nearly the
entire Carl Wilson album, with only Carl’s ‘Long Promised Road,’ from the 1971 Surf’s Up album,
connecting back to The Beach Boys. Wild applause greets the final number as the band exits
the stage.At 34, Carl is celebrating his 20th anniversary as a professional musician and singer—
a career that began with an awkward 15-minute performance at the Rendezvous Ballroom in the
beachside town of Balboa, California, and led to The Beach Boys’ stature as the only American
rock’n’roll band to go toe-to-toe with The Beatles.In the half-decade between 1961 and 1966,
The Beach Boys rose from a derided surf band to become America’s counterattack to the British
Invasion. Then, with the 1966 release of Pet Sounds, the band would elevate the disposable
teen pap called rock’n’roll to a point where it was taken seriously by artists such as the composer
and conductor Leonard Bernstein and the jazz singer and composer Carmen McRae.Over the
next five years The Beach Boys descended from the heights of commercial and critical success
to become the first ‘oldies’ band, serving up paeans to the good old days as America moved into
the dark days of Lyndon Johnson and the darker days of Richard Nixon. Despite the fact that
Carl, almost alone among the major rock stars of the era, risked his career to stand up against
the Vietnam War and the Selective Service System for conscription, The Beach Boys found
themselves dismissed by the cognoscenti, all the while releasing some of the most
groundbreaking music of their careers.At the turn of the 70s, with Carl at the helm, they began
their resurrection with a new label and Sunflower, an album that, in the words of one Rolling
Stone reviewer, “can finally stand with Pet Sounds.” Within the next five years, The Beach Boys
won the hearts of a new audience of college students who didn’t know surf from Shinola, and a
new generation of surfers who recognized that—whether or not any of the band actually surfed—
The Beach Boys stood fast in celebrating the sport and its environment while the other surf
bands disbanded, failed, or adopted fake English accents to survive the British Invasion.Carl’s
ability to play an emerging style of electric guitar had launched the band on their way to
greatness and put them on their road to redemption a decade later, while he quietly shouldered
the burdens of America’s first family of musical brilliance and madness.Now, at the Roxy, the
youngest yet most technically accomplished Wilson brother thanks the audience and follows his
band offstage. After the show, the crowd slowly rises, jostles, mills, and schmoozes. I find my
way to the stage door, where the security guard intercepts me and inquires as to my credentials.
This is the era of small independent or ‘indie’ labels and boutique ‘vanity’ labels created by the
major record companies. I improvise a record company name that sounds suitable and he
ushers me backstage.At the top of the stairs, Carl and Dennis stand in the dressing room



doorway. Carl beams and Dennis appears overcome with emotion. I scale the steps and glance
inside the doorway into the dressing room. To the left, faces I recognize from dozens of
biographies and documentaries about Elvis Presley—the West Coast branch of the Memphis
Mafia—lean forward and burst into occasional laughter as Carl’s mother Audree holds court,
surrounded by Wilsons and Beach Boys insiders.I wait as Carl thanks Dennis and turns toward
the door to check on the activity inside the dressing room. As Dennis turns to leave, I intercept
him and ask why he didn’t tour to support his excellent Pacific Ocean Blue album. He nods,
glances at his shoes, and an unintelligible hoarse rasp issues from his throat. Between his
shouts of support earlier and the damage wrought by years of smoking and drinking and a
punch to the throat that damaged his larynx, he is too incapacitated and too emotional to be
understood. While I can’t understand what he says, my sense is that he might be expressing
regret. I tell him how much I enjoyed his album and thank him, with still no idea what he actually
said. He shrugs, offers up a sad smile, and descends the steps, and I am greeted with a smile
and a handshake from Carl.“Mr. Wilson,” I say, in my best faux-somebody voice, “wonderful
show.”He thanks me, seeming genuinely grateful for my comment.Carl is well known in guitar
circles for owning one of the rarest Fender Stratocasters. Sitting close to the stage, I noticed that
the Stratocaster he was playing seems like a good candidate. I ask if that is indeed the one, and
he replies that it’s actually a newer instrument. I mention that I noticed that he played the entire
show without a flatpick, employing more of a jazz guitarist’s fingerpicking style. I ask if he’s
forsaken the pick for fingernails and he shows me his picking hand, explaining that he prefers
the softer, warmer sound of fingertips to the sharp percussive attack of nails. He explains how
fingertips give him more control over voicing the individual notes of the chords.As we delve
deeper into the discussion, I hear another short burst of laughter echo from the room and realize
that I’m monopolizing his time discussing guitar minutiae on what may be one of the biggest
nights of his professional life. I thank him. He thanks me for being there and I head down the
stairs.Chapter OneCalifornia SagaRock’n’roll lives often begin with family tragedy or break-up.
John Lennon, Paul McCartney, and Jimi Hendrix all lost their mothers young and expressed their
pain in songs that made the world richer, such as ‘Julia,’ ‘Let It Be,’ and ‘The Wind Cries Mary.’
The gravestone of Phil Spector’s father, a suicide, provided him with a title for his first hit song,
‘To Know Him Is To Love Him.’ Brothers and bandmates Duane and Gregg Allman lost family
members to murder.In this context, the three Wilson brothers, Brian, Dennis, and Carl, were
lucky. There was no binding tragedy, and their parents stayed married long enough to bring them
up together. Where they were less lucky, perhaps, was in the personality of their father, Murry
Wilson, a driven and frustrated man. He was their manager and first producer. Like other bands
of brothers, they shared an experience that bound them together and allowed them to soldier on
under the toughest of circumstances: they were family, not merely bandmates. Mike Love was
family, too: a first cousin but not a brother. That created a rift that would resurface throughout
their careers.Over time, and even within the band, Murry would find supporters as well as
detractors, and the portrait of Murry that evolved over the decades changed depending on the



teller. In the 60s, while Murry portrayed himself as a stern father overlooking the careers of his
beloved sons, The Beach Boys would on occasion make him an object of derision, in songs like
‘Cuckoo Clock’ and ‘I’m Bugged At My Old Man,’ and would burlesque his directions during
recording sessions with his favorite phrase, “Treble up, guys.”Beginning in the 70s, even
excellent journalists like Tom Nolan characterized Murry as an out-of-touch right-winger living in
“Nixonian” circumstances and “bomb Hanoi-ish” (supporting the Vietnam War) who still
employed execrable anachronisms like “negro artists” when describing his sons’ music.1 In
public, though, Murry could be the most gregarious and generous of men, and often the
involvement of his sons determined the Murry with whom one dealt at the moment.During his
early days of hustling demos at Hollywood’s Gold Star Recording Studios, owner Dave Gold
complimented his tie. Murry promptly unfastened the tie and offered it to Gold with his best
wishes. When Murry found himself at odds after being fired by The Beach Boys as their
manager, he returned to Gold Star to record songs with his friends—including a singing plumber
who had fixed his water pipes.2For a generation whose parents were damaged by the
deprivations of war and the Great Depression and who were born into unheard-of prosperity,
tempered by the looming threat of nuclear holocaust, Murry Wilson served as a prime example
of an out-of-touch and overbearing father. After his death, writers and others with real or dubious
claims on The Beach Boys’ life, legacy, and fortune began trafficking in tales that were once
merely legends. There was Murry the abusive father, who pummeled his eldest child so badly
that he lost his hearing on one ear. There was Murry the rapacious moneygrubber, who sold out
the rights to Brian’s songs when the supply of golden eggs evaporated after the SMiLE debacle,
and who robbed Chuck Berry to give Brian full credit for ‘Surfin’ USA,’ a rewrite of ‘Sweet Little
Sixteen.’There was the Murry who denied royalties to Mike Love for ‘California Girls’ and many
other Beach Boys songs.3 There was the Murry who opposed Brian’s partnerships with Jan &
Dean and other artists and then recorded an album with his plumber when he had enough ‘juice’
in the industry to demand his own record contract.4 And there was the Murry whose draconian
demands forced the band to fire him as their manager.5Mostly, though, Murry was viewed as
driving his successful sons’ career, then derailing it through sheer jealousy when his own career
fizzled after a too-brief flirtation with minor success.In 2005, after surviving decades of drug
abuse, mental illness and Dr. Eugene Landy’s Orwellian oversight, a recovered Brian Wilson told
author Peter Ames Carlin, “My relationship with my dad was very unique. In some ways I was
very afraid of him. In other ways I loved him because he knew where it was at. He had that
competitive spirit which really blew my mind.”6Yet, during Murry’s lifetime and afterward, it would
be left to his youngest son, Carl, to try to deal with the effects of Murry’s often toxic legacy on his
two older brothers, both in the musical benefits it wrought and the emotional damage it inflicted.
The cost to Carl was to find his own legacy overlooked by all but the most knowledgeable.In
fairness to Murry, his own upbringing was far from idyllic. The Wilsons came originally from New
York, leaving there in the early 1800s for Ohio and then Hutchinson, Kansas. From there Murry’s
grandfather William Henry Wilson moved the family to Escondido in San Diego County to raise



grapes, only to return to Kansas a year later.It took William Henry’s son William Coral ‘Buddy’
Wilson to establish the Wilson clan beachhead in California, leaving behind his wife, Edith
Sophia Shtole Wilson, and children, including second son Murry Gage, born in 1917, and
daughter Emily Glee, born in 1919.Buddy came to work the oil fields that stretched out along the
southern California coast. By all accounts, Buddy was a difficult and damaged individual who
found his employment in the oil fields often punctuated by long stretches of unemployment, due
to recurring crippling headaches and alcohol abuse. In 1921, Buddy finally imported his wife and
family to California, where they spent their first months living in a tent on the beach in the Orange
County oilfields of Huntington Beach.7 Compared to the sullen and volatile Buddy, said Endless
Summer Quarterly editor David Beard, “Murry was a boy scout.”8“Moody and scattered, plagued
by searing headaches and a self-destructive thirst for whiskey,” wrote Carlin, “Buddy wandered
from job to job to long stretches of unemployment, which he passed grumbling into a glass in a
dim barroom. When Edith and the kids finally joined him in 1921, taking the train to the elegant-
sounding village of Cardiff-by-the-Sea, he couldn’t afford to lease an apartment in
town.”9Buddy’s tendency to abuse alcohol and his frequent bouts of depression are pointed to
by historians as the first harbingers of the disorders that would plague two more generations of
Wilsons.In ‘A Psychobiographical Analysis Of Brian Douglas Wilson: Creativity, Drugs, And
Models Of Schizophrenic and Affective Disorders,’ a 2009 paper for a journal called Personality
And Individual Differences, Dr Stefano Roberto Belli of the Oxford Department of Experimental
Psychology, in England, observed that Murry suffered from at least one major depressive
episode or MDE. “MDEs are not disorders in themselves but rather are descriptions of part of a
disorder, most often major depressive disorder or bipolar disorder,” Belli wrote. “After being
dismissed as manager of The Beach Boys by Brian [in 1964], Murry took to his bed for a period
of between three weeks and a month, with a noticeable loss of motivation: ‘He could barely
summon the will to change out of his pajamas at first.’”10The resemblance to Brian’s frequent
and lengthy retreats in the late 60s and 70s is striking. The tendency of the Wilson males to
mental illness or self-medication may well have genetic roots. It presents a darker side to the
Beach Boys story than the usual sun, fun, and happiness.The 1930 Federal Census listed the
Wilson family, headed by 40-year-old Buddy and 33-year-old Edith, as living in the city of Los
Angeles in a rented home on Figueroa Street. Buddy’s occupation is listed as plumber. Along
with 12-year-old Murry, it lists seven other Wilson children, from the eldest, 15-year-old Elenore,
to Charles, estimated to have been born in 1930. Murry was the third born and second oldest
son. His closest sibling was ten-year-old Emily Glee Wilson, Mike Love’s mother.11By Carlin’s
account, the Wilson children “marched the thin line dictated by their sour father and stern,
demanding mother.” When Buddy’s anger erupted into violence it was often left to Murry to
intervene. When Buddy beat Murry’s youngest brother Charles for breaking his glasses, Murry
had to physically separate them and drag Buddy out of the house until he sobered up. When
Buddy’s rage exploded toward Edith, Murry “found himself thrust into the role of his mother’s
protector, raising his own fists against the father he loved but who seemed unable to love him or



anyone else in the family. But if they couldn’t talk about their problems, the Wilsons could always
sing their way to a kind of amity.”12According to journalist Steve Eidem, “Murry loved these
times. He even found a guitar and began teaching himself how to play. It was during these
musical family get-togethers that Murry decided that he wanted to be a songwriter.”13 Music
became the single bond that drew the family together and quelled the violence simmering below
the surface of Buddy Wilson’s family. Some contend that music’s ability to restore a semblance
of peace and love in the Wilson family drove Murry’s relentless desire to make music his life’s
calling.In 1938, while employed at the Southern California Gas Company, Murry met 21-year-old
Audree Neve Korthoff, daughter of Carl Arie Korthoff and Ruth Edna Finney Korthoff, whose
family came to California from Minnesota. After a courtship, they married and had three sons.
Brian Douglas was born on June 20, 1942; Dennis Carl on December 4, 1944; and Carl Dean on
December 21, 1946. They settled first in Los Angeles and then into the rapidly growing working-
class suburb of Hawthorne in a small two-bedroom ranch house at 3701 West 119th
Street.Murry was exempt from the wartime draft. He had lost an eye in a freak accident while
employed by the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, which forced him to wear a prosthetic eye.
When he returned to work, he tended to overcompensate for his disability, which sparked friction
in the workplace. Finally he opened his own business—A.B.L.E. Machinery, which stood for
Always Better Lasting Equipment—a combination industrial machinery sales-and-rental
operation and tool shop.Yet for Murry, business was business, and his true calling was music.
“There was a lot of music in the house all the time,” Carl told an interviewer in 1984. “We had a
couple of pianos in the house most of the time. We had three pianos at one time. We also had
jukeboxes through the years. So we had a really large cross section of music. We used to sing a
lot as a family. Rhythm & blues, as it was called then, was something we loved a lot.”14The
Wilsons lived in far more modest circumstances than has sometimes been portrayed. In 2013,
former Beach Boy and neighbor David Marks, who had rejoined the band in time to celebrate
The Beach Boys’ 50th anniversary, recalled the Wilson household to journalist Ken Sharp:“I lived
directly across the street from the Wilsons. We both had corner houses. My side of the street
was a new tract home development and all the houses were exactly the same in terms of floor
plan. On the Wilson side, that neighborhood had been there for quite a while. It was run down.
There were no sidewalks. The houses were older and the Wilsons lived in a pretty small, modest
two-bedroom home. The boys all shared a bedroom. When they got older, Brian started sleeping
in the den more and more, which was a converted garage they had turned into a music room.
They had a Hammond B-3 organ, an upright piano, and a little hi-fi in there.”Inside the Wilson
home, said Marks, “it wasn’t Leave It To Beaver. It wasn’t Tobacco Road either. It appeared to be
a poor household, although Murry was successful selling two or three huge machines a year,
industrial drill presses and lathes. They were like as big as a car. He would import them from
England and sell those to maintain the household. They weren’t rich by any means. The outward
appearance of the household was happy. The boys were always running around doing
something and Murry was on the phone and Audree was wearing the apron in the kitchen. It was



pretty typical, actually.“There was nothing really unusual about it except people probably don’t
imagine the Wilsons crammed in a tiny two-bedroom house in a poor neighborhood. There was
one bunk bed and one cot in the bedroom and it was always a mess … clothes all over the
place. They didn’t really have any material possessions to speak of, other than the instruments in
the music room. All the stuff that you hear about Murry being a prick, for me it was an average
normal household. My dad was a prick too, and all the dads in the neighborhood were pricks.
The school of parenting for that generation is what I’m describing. It was OK to smack your kid,
especially my dad, who was Italian; if you say something out of line you get smacked. If you
cause problems you get a beating with a strap.”15Murry was a disciplinarian but he also
indulged his boys when he had the money. Carl and Dennis got an elaborate Lionel model
railway, complete with scenery and houses, one Christmas. Another time, they got a go-kart,
which Murry assembled before taking the pair to a track: Dennis, predictably, drove hell-for-
leather, while Carl was more sedate. There were also biannual trips to Disneyland.16At the
same time, there does not seem to have been much spare money when Murry was building his
business. He told Rolling Stone’s Tom Nolan that the Wilson family was “all so poor we’d just sit
around singing and on occasion drinking a glass of brew. Not the children, the adults. And then I
bought a Hammond electric organ, on time, and we’d play duets, my wife and I. And then Brian
would get in the act and sing. All they ever heard was music in their house. And on occasion,
family arguments.”17For decades, most of Murry’s musical accomplishments have been ignored
or trivialized by writers, with the exception of the performance of his ‘Two-Step, Side-Step’ on
The Lawrence Welk Show on the radio. But Murry’s musical aspirations and efforts laid the
groundwork to turn The Beach Boys from a surf band to the family business to a legend.In 1951,
he formed a relationship with Dorinda and Hite Morgan’s Guild Music, recording two songs with
a singer named Jimmy Haskell (not the noted arranger). Later that year he wrote ‘Tabarin’ (a
popular name for cabarets or nightclubs in the post-war era) which was recorded and released
by The Hollywood Four Flames. An African-American rhythm & blues group, founded in Watts,
the Flames featured a young Bobby Day (under his real name Bobby Byrd), who would write the
rhythm & blues classics ‘Over And Over’ and ‘Little Bitty Pretty One’ and score a major hit with
‘Rockin’ Robin’ in 1958. The Flames would go on to record the rhythm & blues classic ‘Buzz,
Buzz, Buzz’ and a version of ‘Gee’ (a section of which Brian later appropriated for ‘Heroes And
Villains’).18While Billboard magazine gave Murry’s song—a slow, jazzy ballad—a dismal review,
it was recorded again, with Bob Williams singing with The Red Callender Orchestra, as ‘Tabor
Inn.’ The Flames, meanwhile, followed ‘Tabarin’ with Murry’s ‘I’ll Hide My Tears.’In 1952, Welk’s
orchestra performed ‘Two-Step, Side-Step’ (capitalizing on a popular dance at the time) on his
radio program. In 1954, country singer Bonnie Lou—who was voted one of Downbeat
magazine’s ‘Top Five Female Singers’ in the 50s and is today a member of the Rockabilly Hall of
Fame—covered it on a single, which was followed by other regional versions.19These early
efforts present a far different picture of Murry than that of the frustrated white middle-class
aspiring songwriter. Murry had begun making connections in the Los Angeles music scene of



the 50s, interacting with record company owners, publishers, disc jockeys, and other
songwriters like John Dolphin, Art Rupe, and Bobby Day while learning his craft. He wrote for
African-American and country & western artists as well as Welk.More importantly, Murry spent
his off hours studying the mechanics of the music business, from writing the song to recording to
publishing and then finally to hustling it to other artists and radio stations. As the Wilson brothers
pursued their suburban childhood pursuits of baseball, bike riding, and—in Dennis’s case—
setting fields on fire, Murry had begun blazing the path that would lead to a type of worldwide
success that nobody in the 50s could have imagined, not even Elvis.Chapter OneCalifornia
SagaRock’n’roll lives often begin with family tragedy or break-up. John Lennon, Paul McCartney,
and Jimi Hendrix all lost their mothers young and expressed their pain in songs that made the
world richer, such as ‘Julia,’ ‘Let It Be,’ and ‘The Wind Cries Mary.’ The gravestone of Phil
Spector’s father, a suicide, provided him with a title for his first hit song, ‘To Know Him Is To Love
Him.’ Brothers and bandmates Duane and Gregg Allman lost family members to murder.In this
context, the three Wilson brothers, Brian, Dennis, and Carl, were lucky. There was no binding
tragedy, and their parents stayed married long enough to bring them up together. Where they
were less lucky, perhaps, was in the personality of their father, Murry Wilson, a driven and
frustrated man. He was their manager and first producer. Like other bands of brothers, they
shared an experience that bound them together and allowed them to soldier on under the
toughest of circumstances: they were family, not merely bandmates. Mike Love was family, too: a
first cousin but not a brother. That created a rift that would resurface throughout their
careers.Over time, and even within the band, Murry would find supporters as well as detractors,
and the portrait of Murry that evolved over the decades changed depending on the teller. In the
60s, while Murry portrayed himself as a stern father overlooking the careers of his beloved sons,
The Beach Boys would on occasion make him an object of derision, in songs like ‘Cuckoo Clock’
and ‘I’m Bugged At My Old Man,’ and would burlesque his directions during recording sessions
with his favorite phrase, “Treble up, guys.”Beginning in the 70s, even excellent journalists like
Tom Nolan characterized Murry as an out-of-touch right-winger living in “Nixonian”
circumstances and “bomb Hanoi-ish” (supporting the Vietnam War) who still employed
execrable anachronisms like “negro artists” when describing his sons’ music.1 In public, though,
Murry could be the most gregarious and generous of men, and often the involvement of his sons
determined the Murry with whom one dealt at the moment.During his early days of hustling
demos at Hollywood’s Gold Star Recording Studios, owner Dave Gold complimented his tie.
Murry promptly unfastened the tie and offered it to Gold with his best wishes. When Murry found
himself at odds after being fired by The Beach Boys as their manager, he returned to Gold Star
to record songs with his friends—including a singing plumber who had fixed his water pipes.2For
a generation whose parents were damaged by the deprivations of war and the Great Depression
and who were born into unheard-of prosperity, tempered by the looming threat of nuclear
holocaust, Murry Wilson served as a prime example of an out-of-touch and overbearing father.
After his death, writers and others with real or dubious claims on The Beach Boys’ life, legacy,



and fortune began trafficking in tales that were once merely legends. There was Murry the
abusive father, who pummeled his eldest child so badly that he lost his hearing on one ear.
There was Murry the rapacious moneygrubber, who sold out the rights to Brian’s songs when
the supply of golden eggs evaporated after the SMiLE debacle, and who robbed Chuck Berry to
give Brian full credit for ‘Surfin’ USA,’ a rewrite of ‘Sweet Little Sixteen.’There was the Murry who
denied royalties to Mike Love for ‘California Girls’ and many other Beach Boys songs.3 There
was the Murry who opposed Brian’s partnerships with Jan & Dean and other artists and then
recorded an album with his plumber when he had enough ‘juice’ in the industry to demand his
own record contract.4 And there was the Murry whose draconian demands forced the band to
fire him as their manager.5Mostly, though, Murry was viewed as driving his successful sons’
career, then derailing it through sheer jealousy when his own career fizzled after a too-brief
flirtation with minor success.In 2005, after surviving decades of drug abuse, mental illness and
Dr. Eugene Landy’s Orwellian oversight, a recovered Brian Wilson told author Peter Ames
Carlin, “My relationship with my dad was very unique. In some ways I was very afraid of him. In
other ways I loved him because he knew where it was at. He had that competitive spirit which
really blew my mind.”6Yet, during Murry’s lifetime and afterward, it would be left to his youngest
son, Carl, to try to deal with the effects of Murry’s often toxic legacy on his two older brothers,
both in the musical benefits it wrought and the emotional damage it inflicted. The cost to Carl
was to find his own legacy overlooked by all but the most knowledgeable.In fairness to Murry, his
own upbringing was far from idyllic. The Wilsons came originally from New York, leaving there in
the early 1800s for Ohio and then Hutchinson, Kansas. From there Murry’s grandfather William
Henry Wilson moved the family to Escondido in San Diego County to raise grapes, only to return
to Kansas a year later.It took William Henry’s son William Coral ‘Buddy’ Wilson to establish the
Wilson clan beachhead in California, leaving behind his wife, Edith Sophia Shtole Wilson, and
children, including second son Murry Gage, born in 1917, and daughter Emily Glee, born in
1919.Buddy came to work the oil fields that stretched out along the southern California coast. By
all accounts, Buddy was a difficult and damaged individual who found his employment in the oil
fields often punctuated by long stretches of unemployment, due to recurring crippling
headaches and alcohol abuse. In 1921, Buddy finally imported his wife and family to California,
where they spent their first months living in a tent on the beach in the Orange County oilfields of
Huntington Beach.7 Compared to the sullen and volatile Buddy, said Endless Summer Quarterly
editor David Beard, “Murry was a boy scout.”8“Moody and scattered, plagued by searing
headaches and a self-destructive thirst for whiskey,” wrote Carlin, “Buddy wandered from job to
job to long stretches of unemployment, which he passed grumbling into a glass in a dim
barroom. When Edith and the kids finally joined him in 1921, taking the train to the elegant-
sounding village of Cardiff-by-the-Sea, he couldn’t afford to lease an apartment in
town.”9Buddy’s tendency to abuse alcohol and his frequent bouts of depression are pointed to
by historians as the first harbingers of the disorders that would plague two more generations of
Wilsons.In ‘A Psychobiographical Analysis Of Brian Douglas Wilson: Creativity, Drugs, And



Models Of Schizophrenic and Affective Disorders,’ a 2009 paper for a journal called Personality
And Individual Differences, Dr Stefano Roberto Belli of the Oxford Department of Experimental
Psychology, in England, observed that Murry suffered from at least one major depressive
episode or MDE. “MDEs are not disorders in themselves but rather are descriptions of part of a
disorder, most often major depressive disorder or bipolar disorder,” Belli wrote. “After being
dismissed as manager of The Beach Boys by Brian [in 1964], Murry took to his bed for a period
of between three weeks and a month, with a noticeable loss of motivation: ‘He could barely
summon the will to change out of his pajamas at first.’”10The resemblance to Brian’s frequent
and lengthy retreats in the late 60s and 70s is striking. The tendency of the Wilson males to
mental illness or self-medication may well have genetic roots. It presents a darker side to the
Beach Boys story than the usual sun, fun, and happiness.The 1930 Federal Census listed the
Wilson family, headed by 40-year-old Buddy and 33-year-old Edith, as living in the city of Los
Angeles in a rented home on Figueroa Street. Buddy’s occupation is listed as plumber. Along
with 12-year-old Murry, it lists seven other Wilson children, from the eldest, 15-year-old Elenore,
to Charles, estimated to have been born in 1930. Murry was the third born and second oldest
son. His closest sibling was ten-year-old Emily Glee Wilson, Mike Love’s mother.11By Carlin’s
account, the Wilson children “marched the thin line dictated by their sour father and stern,
demanding mother.” When Buddy’s anger erupted into violence it was often left to Murry to
intervene. When Buddy beat Murry’s youngest brother Charles for breaking his glasses, Murry
had to physically separate them and drag Buddy out of the house until he sobered up. When
Buddy’s rage exploded toward Edith, Murry “found himself thrust into the role of his mother’s
protector, raising his own fists against the father he loved but who seemed unable to love him or
anyone else in the family. But if they couldn’t talk about their problems, the Wilsons could always
sing their way to a kind of amity.”12According to journalist Steve Eidem, “Murry loved these
times. He even found a guitar and began teaching himself how to play. It was during these
musical family get-togethers that Murry decided that he wanted to be a songwriter.”13 Music
became the single bond that drew the family together and quelled the violence simmering below
the surface of Buddy Wilson’s family. Some contend that music’s ability to restore a semblance
of peace and love in the Wilson family drove Murry’s relentless desire to make music his life’s
calling.In 1938, while employed at the Southern California Gas Company, Murry met 21-year-old
Audree Neve Korthoff, daughter of Carl Arie Korthoff and Ruth Edna Finney Korthoff, whose
family came to California from Minnesota. After a courtship, they married and had three sons.
Brian Douglas was born on June 20, 1942; Dennis Carl on December 4, 1944; and Carl Dean on
December 21, 1946. They settled first in Los Angeles and then into the rapidly growing working-
class suburb of Hawthorne in a small two-bedroom ranch house at 3701 West 119th
Street.Murry was exempt from the wartime draft. He had lost an eye in a freak accident while
employed by the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, which forced him to wear a prosthetic eye.
When he returned to work, he tended to overcompensate for his disability, which sparked friction
in the workplace. Finally he opened his own business—A.B.L.E. Machinery, which stood for



Always Better Lasting Equipment—a combination industrial machinery sales-and-rental
operation and tool shop.Yet for Murry, business was business, and his true calling was music.
“There was a lot of music in the house all the time,” Carl told an interviewer in 1984. “We had a
couple of pianos in the house most of the time. We had three pianos at one time. We also had
jukeboxes through the years. So we had a really large cross section of music. We used to sing a
lot as a family. Rhythm & blues, as it was called then, was something we loved a lot.”14The
Wilsons lived in far more modest circumstances than has sometimes been portrayed. In 2013,
former Beach Boy and neighbor David Marks, who had rejoined the band in time to celebrate
The Beach Boys’ 50th anniversary, recalled the Wilson household to journalist Ken Sharp:“I lived
directly across the street from the Wilsons. We both had corner houses. My side of the street
was a new tract home development and all the houses were exactly the same in terms of floor
plan. On the Wilson side, that neighborhood had been there for quite a while. It was run down.
There were no sidewalks. The houses were older and the Wilsons lived in a pretty small, modest
two-bedroom home. The boys all shared a bedroom. When they got older, Brian started sleeping
in the den more and more, which was a converted garage they had turned into a music room.
They had a Hammond B-3 organ, an upright piano, and a little hi-fi in there.”Inside the Wilson
home, said Marks, “it wasn’t Leave It To Beaver. It wasn’t Tobacco Road either. It appeared to be
a poor household, although Murry was successful selling two or three huge machines a year,
industrial drill presses and lathes. They were like as big as a car. He would import them from
England and sell those to maintain the household. They weren’t rich by any means. The outward
appearance of the household was happy. The boys were always running around doing
something and Murry was on the phone and Audree was wearing the apron in the kitchen. It was
pretty typical, actually.“There was nothing really unusual about it except people probably don’t
imagine the Wilsons crammed in a tiny two-bedroom house in a poor neighborhood. There was
one bunk bed and one cot in the bedroom and it was always a mess … clothes all over the
place. They didn’t really have any material possessions to speak of, other than the instruments in
the music room. All the stuff that you hear about Murry being a prick, for me it was an average
normal household. My dad was a prick too, and all the dads in the neighborhood were pricks.
The school of parenting for that generation is what I’m describing. It was OK to smack your kid,
especially my dad, who was Italian; if you say something out of line you get smacked. If you
cause problems you get a beating with a strap.”15Murry was a disciplinarian but he also
indulged his boys when he had the money. Carl and Dennis got an elaborate Lionel model
railway, complete with scenery and houses, one Christmas. Another time, they got a go-kart,
which Murry assembled before taking the pair to a track: Dennis, predictably, drove hell-for-
leather, while Carl was more sedate. There were also biannual trips to Disneyland.16At the
same time, there does not seem to have been much spare money when Murry was building his
business. He told Rolling Stone’s Tom Nolan that the Wilson family was “all so poor we’d just sit
around singing and on occasion drinking a glass of brew. Not the children, the adults. And then I
bought a Hammond electric organ, on time, and we’d play duets, my wife and I. And then Brian



would get in the act and sing. All they ever heard was music in their house. And on occasion,
family arguments.”17For decades, most of Murry’s musical accomplishments have been ignored
or trivialized by writers, with the exception of the performance of his ‘Two-Step, Side-Step’ on
The Lawrence Welk Show on the radio. But Murry’s musical aspirations and efforts laid the
groundwork to turn The Beach Boys from a surf band to the family business to a legend.In 1951,
he formed a relationship with Dorinda and Hite Morgan’s Guild Music, recording two songs with
a singer named Jimmy Haskell (not the noted arranger). Later that year he wrote ‘Tabarin’ (a
popular name for cabarets or nightclubs in the post-war era) which was recorded and released
by The Hollywood Four Flames. An African-American rhythm & blues group, founded in Watts,
the Flames featured a young Bobby Day (under his real name Bobby Byrd), who would write the
rhythm & blues classics ‘Over And Over’ and ‘Little Bitty Pretty One’ and score a major hit with
‘Rockin’ Robin’ in 1958. The Flames would go on to record the rhythm & blues classic ‘Buzz,
Buzz, Buzz’ and a version of ‘Gee’ (a section of which Brian later appropriated for ‘Heroes And
Villains’).18While Billboard magazine gave Murry’s song—a slow, jazzy ballad—a dismal review,
it was recorded again, with Bob Williams singing with The Red Callender Orchestra, as ‘Tabor
Inn.’ The Flames, meanwhile, followed ‘Tabarin’ with Murry’s ‘I’ll Hide My Tears.’In 1952, Welk’s
orchestra performed ‘Two-Step, Side-Step’ (capitalizing on a popular dance at the time) on his
radio program. In 1954, country singer Bonnie Lou—who was voted one of Downbeat
magazine’s ‘Top Five Female Singers’ in the 50s and is today a member of the Rockabilly Hall of
Fame—covered it on a single, which was followed by other regional versions.19These early
efforts present a far different picture of Murry than that of the frustrated white middle-class
aspiring songwriter. Murry had begun making connections in the Los Angeles music scene of
the 50s, interacting with record company owners, publishers, disc jockeys, and other
songwriters like John Dolphin, Art Rupe, and Bobby Day while learning his craft. He wrote for
African-American and country & western artists as well as Welk.More importantly, Murry spent
his off hours studying the mechanics of the music business, from writing the song to recording to
publishing and then finally to hustling it to other artists and radio stations. As the Wilson brothers
pursued their suburban childhood pursuits of baseball, bike riding, and—in Dennis’s case—
setting fields on fire, Murry had begun blazing the path that would lead to a type of worldwide
success that nobody in the 50s could have imagined, not even Elvis.Chapter TwoYoungbloodOf
the three brothers born to Murry and Audree Wilson, only the youngest, Carl, was born in the city
the family put on the map: Hawthorne, California.The only original Beach Boy who qualified as a
member of the baby-boomer generation, Carl was, in his mother’s phrase, “born 30.”1 As a
toddler, he used to mimic the guitar players he watched on the country & western television
programs by playing a toothpick.2 He would grow up to be a cheerful, chubby, calming presence
in what seemed to be a textbook suburban household. On the surface, the Wilson household
exemplified the post-World War II American Dream; beneath bubbled a seething cauldron of
dysfunction.In the years since The Beach Boys mounted the stage at the Rendezvous Ballroom
in Balboa, California, for their debut performance, endless retellings of their story have



transformed it into a myth. Four slightly talented suburban teens, led by a half-deaf, half-mad
musical genius, and terrorized by an abusive tyrant of a father, sang of sunny good times in
America’s sunniest state in the happiest time in its history, the ‘Camelot’ years of John F.
Kennedy. They captivated the teenagers of America while the first wave of rock’n’rollers died,
went to jail, or did military service. Then an assassin’s bullet brought the Camelot era to an end,
and America turned to The Beatles and ‘Swinging England’ for comfort. Too much pressure took
its toll on the oldest brother. He retreated to the studio, then scrapped his masterwork.
Thereafter, The Beach Boys became America’s most successful ‘oldies’ band, while Brian was
slowly rehabilitated, becoming acknowledged as a great artist.This narrative proved flexible in
the retelling, whether to redistribute fortunes, sell soap in mainstream media, or secure dubious
places in history for those on the periphery. Yet The Beach Boys’ tale of joy, madness, and
redemption actually hinged on the one Wilson brother who attempted to carry on the legacy
while reining in the dysfunction of his immediate family. Carl steered the family business through
long battles with outside forces, notably his brother’s renegade psychologist, who hoped to
control the fortune that expanded when the band’s music became the soundtrack for summer
and the lynchpin of his home state’s ongoing marketing campaign.The Wilson family home at
3701 West 119th Street was razed in the early 2000s to accommodate the Interstate 105
freeway. Today California Historical Marker Number 1041 marks the spot, featuring a bas-relief
frieze of the photo from the cover of their 1963 Surfer Girl album (modified to include original and
then later member Al Jardine). The plaque marks “the beginning of an historic musical legacy.
The music of The Beach Boys broadcast to the world an image of California as a place of sun,
surf, and romance.”The marker commemorates the spot where Brian began writing songs,
analyzing Four Freshman harmonies and learning to arrange vocals with his mother, cousin
Mike Love, and younger brother Carl. “It was like, ‘Mom, make Carl sing,’” Carl recalled. “I was
like nine years old and I had to sing. ‘No, I wanna play ball.’ And Brian would say, ‘Mom, make
him sing.’”3In the yard, Carl pursued his first passion, baseball, and became so adept at a young
age that he beat out his older brother Dennis for a position on a local Little League team.4 The
garage later became the music room immortalized in the ballad ‘In My Room’; it was here that
David Marks’s father Elmer once interceded in a fistfight between Murry and Dennis when
Dennis was a teenager. 5 It was here, too, that Dennis suggested to Brian and Mike that they
should write a song about his latest passion, surfing, because the dance it spawned was going
to be the “latest dance craze.” In the same music room, Brian brought his baby brother into their
embryonic group, observing that Carl had a high, clear voice that blended well with his
own.Here, too, David Marks invited Carl to bring his cheap Kay guitar along to visit Dave’s music
teacher, John Maus.7 (Carl had previously had lessons with Dean Brownel, a family friend from
whom he had acquired his middle name. “Dean Brownel was a very technical musician,” he
recalled. “He used to say of a chord, ‘Oh, that’s a G-flat third, augmented by a fifth.’ We were
amused by that, but I was very impressed by his playing. He left his guitar at our house and I
learned a few barre chords.”6)Here, too, future pop star Chris Montez dropped by to visit and



make music with his Hawthorne High School classmates.8 And it was from this house that eight-
year-old Carl Wilson walked to a neighbor’s back yard and heard Little Richard sing ‘Tutti Frutti.’“I
just remember this incredible feeling of excitement in my body,” Carl later said. “It was just a
really emotional experience. I really didn’t know what it was that was going on, I just kind of came
on to this really heightened awareness … it really blew my mind.”9* * *The image The Beach
Boys projected of California may have been one of, as it says on the plaque, “sun, surf, and
romance,” but the state had a more complex history and culture than that would suggest. Few
cities in the world had the diversity of Los Angeles in the 50s. From a series of native Tongva
villages, California became a property of the Spanish crown, then Mexico. Before the discovery
of an underground lake in the Cucamonga Valley and the growing of the first successful Navel
Orange trees in nearby Riverside in the 1880s, Los Angeles was a frontier cowtown as rip-roarin’
and wild as Tombstone or Dodge City. Still basically a small hamlet, it enjoyed the reputation of
having the highest incidence of shootings, murders, and lynchings of any town west of the
Mississippi.10As workers over decades developed the South Bay ports of Long Beach and
Wilmington from the marshy coast west of Los Angeles to become the biggest deep water
harbor on the Pacific coast, the City of Los Angeles began importing (many contend ‘stealing’)
most of its water supply from nearby Owens Valley. The fruit industry overtook wheat and cattle
farming in the latter part of the 19th century. As the orchards and the South Bay ports gradually
took shape, immigrants from every corner of the world beat a path to this new world of abundant
sunshine and wide open spaces.With the major land routes into Los Angeles weaving through
the American south, southwest, and Mexico, the guitar-centric musical cultures of Spain and
Mexico predominated in the southern part of California, bringing with them the tradition of
Mexican vaqueros singing soothing ballads to calm the cattle at night and prevent restive herds
from stampeding or wandering off into the shoulder-high mustard grass of the foothills. Fusing
over time with Irish and English folk traditions, and then swing music, this new hybrid became
the ‘western’ in country & western music.11With the harbors came a vast influx of cultures:
Asian, Greek, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese, Middle Eastern, and others, who brought with
them expertise in harvesting the Pacific’s bounty. Italian, Mexican, and French immigrants
flocked to the vineyards that stretched from Fontana to Hollywood while the Dust Bowl and
nascent petroleum industries propelled southern and southwestern Americans down Route 66
to the citrus and deciduous fruit orchards overtaking the counties of San Bernardino, Riverside,
Orange, and Los Angeles. African-Americans and white rust-belt refugees carved out their own
niches in the patchwork of Los Angeles suburbs as air force, army, and navy bases expanded
after the attack on Pearl Harbor.12As soon as sound transformed the movie industry in the late
1920s, a diaspora of trained musicians, composers, and Broadway impresarios such as Frank
Loesser traded the rain and snow of New York to set up shop in sunny Hollywood. Soon Los
Angeles had its own Tin Pan Alley of coffee shops, drug store soda fountains, and recording
studios where songwriters loitered, pitched their wares, and kept their fingers on the creative
pulse of the ‘city of second chances’ to sell their songs to established recording artists and



movie and television studios.The glue holding together Southern California’s patchwork quilt of
cultures was Latin and its traditions easily joined with what newcomers brought with them: the
tradition of providing their own entertainment using portable stringed instruments—guitars,
mandolins, violins, ouds, guitarrón (the precursor to the modern bass guitar), and others—that
could be carried easily from town to town, house to house, and hauled out on a stage, a store, or
a back porch for a night of improvised festivities.In the 50s, Murry Wilson regularly made the 18-
mile drive from the Wilson family home in Hawthorne to the confluence of all of the musical
streams that flowed into Hollywood. There he recorded the songs he composed at home while
rubbing shoulders with musicians who would pop up time and time again in histories of music
and, most notably, his son’s careers.Murry’s destination was often Gold Star Recording Studios,
which was, in the words of its founder David S. Gold, “a parade of the world.” Located in the
heart of Hollywood at 6252 Santa Monica Boulevard (Route 66) where it intersected with Vine
Street, less than a mile south of the slightly more famous intersection of Hollywood and Vine,
Gold Star began its thirty-three-and-a-third years of existence by focusing on the tunesmith
trade. That meant recording demonstration records (or ‘demos’) in its two compact studios for
songwriters, whether successful Broadway impresarios like Loesser, aspiring tunesmiths like
Jay Livingston and Ray Evans, or a new breed of rock’n’roll songwriter, such as Eddie Cochran,
Bobby Day, and Phil Spector.13Dave Gold first met Murry in the hallways of Gold Star in the mid
50s. Over the years Gold would come to know Murry, first as a struggling songwriter, then as his
sons’ band’s early producer, and then upon his return to songwriting with his much-derided The
Many Moods Of Murry Wilson album.14Gold Star’s central location in Hollywood and easy,
informal approach to recording led to its becoming a popular networking spot for artists seeking
what was new. Musicians, arrangers, and songwriters often dropped by to see who was
recording. Meanwhile struggling songwriters availed themselves of the studio’s ‘Glamor Demo’
approach, in which Gold Star engineers and members of the Gold Star family, such as arranger/
composer Don Ralke and guitarist/bassist Ray Pohlman, would transform through overdubs a
plain piano-and-voice or guitar-and-voice demo into a fully realized recording.Gold Star later
played a role in many key Beach Boys moments: from Murry’s early works in the 50s, like
‘Leaves,’ to some of Brian’s first independent productions, such as ‘Pamela Jean’ by The
Survivors, which often ended up reworked on early Beach Boys albums. By the 60s, Brian was a
regular at Gold Star, studying his hero Phil Spector. Later he used the studio to begin
experimenting with more complex songs and productions such as ‘I Just Wasn’t Made For
These Times,’ ‘Good Vibrations,’ ‘Heroes And Villains,’ and the seminal tracks for the album that
would become Sunflower, which he would later complete in his own Brother Studios.While the
engineers at other studios would often work to circumvent Murry’s meddling, Murry was part of
the Gold Star family and chose Gold Star to record his own album. Stan Ross, Dave Gold’s
partner, remembered each of the Wilson brothers stopping by and offering to “help out the old
man.”15 More importantly, as an independent studio rather than an in-house record label, Gold
Star stood at the center of the rock’n’roll revolution in Los Angeles and recorded the artists who



later exercised some of the biggest influence on The Beach Boys, such as Duane Eddy, Ritchie
Valens, and especially Phil Spector.To compete with its heavily capitalized competition, such as
Capitol, RCA, and Columbia studios, Gold Star focused on building repeat business and
positive word of mouth, so it fostered a warm, friendly, creative atmosphere where people like
Murry Wilson could be among those he considered his peers in the music community.“Murry
began dropping by Gold Star in the early 50s,” said Gold. “He would bring in Audree on most
occasions. He was an amateur writer trying to produce a record.” Because Murry owned a tool
store as part of his business, Gold, a lover of tools who not only handcrafted the bulk of Gold
Star’s key recording technology but even built the front doors for the business, was “very taken
with that,” and they conversed frequently.“My impression of Murry is that he was what would be
described as kind of a ‘redneck,’” Gold said. In his conversations with Murry, he found Murry to
be basically a good heart beating under a gruff exterior: a hard-charging bull in a china shop
who could be reduced to tears by beautiful melodies.“I got the feeling he didn’t want to be that
way,” Gold said. “I know he was very hard on the boys.” Murry was also famously generous,
however. Returning from a trip to Japan, he found his way to Gold Star to make a gift of
expensive silk pajamas to Gold’s wife Mitzi.16Part of the Gold Star experience was rubbing
shoulders with a wide variety of film composers, songwriters, and musicians, and Gold and Ross
facilitated that sense of family by introducing clients to one another to see if sparks might fly,
especially if it meant work for the growing Gold Star family.Two of the key players introduced to
Murry’s orbit were Ralke and Pohlman. Ralke would go on to produce The Sunrays, the band
Murry produced after he was sacked as The Beach Boys’ manager, and The Many Moods Of
Murry Wilson. Pohlman became one of Brian’s first-call bassists. “That was Stan’s doing,” said
Gold. “Whenever he got the chance, he would hook people up.”17* * *Even as Murry recorded
demos of his songs at Gold Star in the late 50s, a new generation of West Coast rockers hung
out in the hallways, making connections in the music business. They included two young artists
who would exert a tremendous influence on The Beach Boys’ future: Ritchie Valens and Dick
Dale.Today, Valens can be viewed, along with Eddie Cochran, as one of the founding fathers of
West Coast rock’n’roll. Ritchie first came to Gold Star in 1958, at the age of 17. There he and his
producer Bob Keane cobbled together Ritchie’s first hit record ‘Come On, Let’s Go,’ using many
of the session musicians from what was then known as the Clique and later became known as
the Wrecking Crew, including guitarist/bassist Carol Kaye, drummer Earl Palmer, and guitarist
Rene Hall.The success of Ritchie’s follow-up single, ‘Oh, Donna,’ encouraged Keane to expand
his artist list on his newly formed Del-Fi Records. One of his first signings was a young rockabilly
singer/guitarist named Dick Dale (formerly Richard Monsour), who performed on local country &
western television programs and local rock venues. He had even appeared as a rock star in the
1960 Marilyn Monroe film Let’s Make Love.18Years before the 1996 film Pulp Fiction finally
elevated Dick Dale to his long-deserved status as one of rock’n’roll’s guitar godfathers, Carl
assessed Dale’s influence on his own guitar playing in a 1981 interview with Geoffrey Himes. “A
lot of stuff that people thought I invented was just the way people played guitar in LA,” Wilson



said. “At that time Dick Dale was really happening. He played at the Rendezvous Ballroom in
Newport Beach. The Bel Airs were playing big dances. Surf music wasn’t vocal then, it was
guitar bands playing instrumentals in the style of The Ventures. Surf guitar was a real simple,
hokey guitar style; they’d play the melody down in a lower register. These kids would buy these
huge (Fender) amps, crank them up and those simple little melodies would just roar. But Dick
Dale was different from the rest, because he had more control and more bite. Ooh, Dick Dale;
that’s who you wanted to sound like if you were a guitarist in LA in those years.”19The
relationship between Dale and The Beach Boys proved mutually beneficial. According to Jon
Stebbins, who wrote definitive biographies of both Dennis Wilson and David Marks, Dale owed
much of his fame beyond Southern California to The Beach Boys’ recordings of his classics,
‘Miserlou’ and ‘Let’s Go Trippin’’ on their 1963 Surfin’ USA album. They also reprised ‘Let’s Go
Trippin’’ on their million-selling Beach Boys Concert album.20“There is no doubt The Beach
Boys put the music of Dick Dale into the national consciousness in a big way,” Stebbins said.
“Millions of kids around the world were digging Dick Dale through Carl, David, and Al that
otherwise would never have heard that music until maybe Pulp Fiction. Surf guitar lovers should
thank Carl Wilson and The Beach Boys every day because they were by far the most effective
ambassadors of the genre.”21Surfing had been part of Southern California culture since the
early 1900s and many notable Southern California athletes, such as Olympians Duke
Kahanamoko and Tarzan star Johnny Weissmuller, were often joined out on the waves by young
actors like John Wayne or Cliff Robertson. But the realm that Dale ruled actually began on a
June day in 1958, when a 24-year-old engineering student from Ontario, California, named
Hobart ‘Hobie’ Alter carried his latest experiment down to Brooks Street Beach in Laguna
Beach, caught a wave, and changed the history of a sport and a state forever. He had replaced
the traditional heavy carved wooden board with a lighter, cheaper board made from a block of
polystyrene foam, covered in fiberglass and resin. Owning a surfboard went from weeks of
exacting shaping, glassing, and finishing to a simple trip to a surf shop.22A year earlier, a writer
named Friedrich Kohner (later Americanized to Frederick) had immersed himself in his young
daughter Kathy’s adventures, surfing at Malibu Beach. Barely tipping the scales at 95lbs and
only five feet tall, Kathy Kohner found herself nicknamed ‘Gidget’ (‘girl’ plus ‘midget’) by a surfer
named Terry ‘Tubesteak’ Tracy, who along with fellow surfers Mickey ‘Da Cat’ Dora, Mickey
Munoz, Dewey Weber, and others provided the first role models for young California
surfers.Kohner, who had fled Austria to escape the Holocaust, fictionalized his daughter’s story
into the novel Gidget in 1957. By 1959, the book had sold over half a million copies and
Columbia Pictures had Kohner write the script for the film version, starring teen idols James
Darren and Sandra Dee (who was stunt-doubled in the surfing scenes by Munoz in a blond wig
and bikini). It provided the world with a romanticized view of the new surfing culture springing up
along the coasts of Southern California. Young Americans flocked to the Golden State from
colder American climes as part of a mass migration fueled by Cold War defense spending.Yet,
after the Gidget phenomenon and the invention of the modern surfboard, it took a third



innovation to complete the trifecta of events transforming Southern California into the sun-and-
fun paradise The Beach Boys sang about. Orange County musical instrument manufacturer Leo
Fender provided the third element when he created the first modular or ‘stack’ amplifier.Fender
didn’t play guitar but began his journey in transforming music as a radio repairman. Frequently
called upon to repair the amplifiers of working musicians, he sought to develop the most efficient
designs possible. Then, recognizing that an electric guitar was essentially an amplifier driver, he
focused on the most efficient guitar designs. By 1958, not only had Fender introduced such
classic designs as the Fender Telecaster, Stratocaster, Jazzmaster, and Precision Bass, his
influence would extend to his fellow instrument makers, who began designing their own
solidbody guitars.Fender stood apart from his fellow guitar builders by focusing on meeting the
needs of working musicians, such as blues guitarist Pee Wee Crayton, session guitarist Del
Casher, and an up-and-coming rockabilly artist who had recently changed his stage name to
Dick Dale. Fender would supply each of them with a prototype or early model and then poll them
for their opinions.23 Not being a musician himself, “he listened to musicians,” said guitarist John
Jorgenson.24 Dale suggested that the pickup switch on the Stratocaster be modified to engage
two single-coil pickups at once, creating a fatter, warmer sound, similar to the popular
‘humbucker’ pickups on rival electric guitars (which were essentially two single-coil pickups
wired together to diminish extraneous noise).25The guitar, Dale said, wasn’t the issue; his
problem was that he kept blowing up his amplifiers. So, one evening in 1961, Fender and his
associate Fred Tavares traveled the nearly 30 miles from Fullerton to the Balboa Peninsula in
Newport Beach to a beachside ballroom, where they navigated through moving clusters of
surfers stomping the hardwood floors to the driving rhythms of Dick Dale & His Del
Tones.26Fender listened. The next day he returned to his factory in Fullerton and changed
music forever, creating the Showman amplifier, which allowed lead guitar to be the dominant
voice in a group. In time it would make Carl Wilson the leader of the touring Beach
Boys.27Chapter TwoYoungbloodOf the three brothers born to Murry and Audree Wilson, only
the youngest, Carl, was born in the city the family put on the map: Hawthorne, California.The
only original Beach Boy who qualified as a member of the baby-boomer generation, Carl was, in
his mother’s phrase, “born 30.”1 As a toddler, he used to mimic the guitar players he watched on
the country & western television programs by playing a toothpick.2 He would grow up to be a
cheerful, chubby, calming presence in what seemed to be a textbook suburban household. On
the surface, the Wilson household exemplified the post-World War II American Dream; beneath
bubbled a seething cauldron of dysfunction.In the years since The Beach Boys mounted the
stage at the Rendezvous Ballroom in Balboa, California, for their debut performance, endless
retellings of their story have transformed it into a myth. Four slightly talented suburban teens, led
by a half-deaf, half-mad musical genius, and terrorized by an abusive tyrant of a father, sang of
sunny good times in America’s sunniest state in the happiest time in its history, the ‘Camelot’
years of John F. Kennedy. They captivated the teenagers of America while the first wave of
rock’n’rollers died, went to jail, or did military service. Then an assassin’s bullet brought the



Camelot era to an end, and America turned to The Beatles and ‘Swinging England’ for comfort.
Too much pressure took its toll on the oldest brother. He retreated to the studio, then scrapped
his masterwork. Thereafter, The Beach Boys became America’s most successful ‘oldies’ band,
while Brian was slowly rehabilitated, becoming acknowledged as a great artist.This narrative
proved flexible in the retelling, whether to redistribute fortunes, sell soap in mainstream media,
or secure dubious places in history for those on the periphery. Yet The Beach Boys’ tale of joy,
madness, and redemption actually hinged on the one Wilson brother who attempted to carry on
the legacy while reining in the dysfunction of his immediate family. Carl steered the family
business through long battles with outside forces, notably his brother’s renegade psychologist,
who hoped to control the fortune that expanded when the band’s music became the soundtrack
for summer and the lynchpin of his home state’s ongoing marketing campaign.The Wilson family
home at 3701 West 119th Street was razed in the early 2000s to accommodate the Interstate
105 freeway. Today California Historical Marker Number 1041 marks the spot, featuring a bas-
relief frieze of the photo from the cover of their 1963 Surfer Girl album (modified to include
original and then later member Al Jardine). The plaque marks “the beginning of an historic
musical legacy. The music of The Beach Boys broadcast to the world an image of California as a
place of sun, surf, and romance.”The marker commemorates the spot where Brian began writing
songs, analyzing Four Freshman harmonies and learning to arrange vocals with his mother,
cousin Mike Love, and younger brother Carl. “It was like, ‘Mom, make Carl sing,’” Carl recalled. “I
was like nine years old and I had to sing. ‘No, I wanna play ball.’ And Brian would say, ‘Mom,
make him sing.’”3In the yard, Carl pursued his first passion, baseball, and became so adept at a
young age that he beat out his older brother Dennis for a position on a local Little League team.4
The garage later became the music room immortalized in the ballad ‘In My Room’; it was here
that David Marks’s father Elmer once interceded in a fistfight between Murry and Dennis when
Dennis was a teenager. 5 It was here, too, that Dennis suggested to Brian and Mike that they
should write a song about his latest passion, surfing, because the dance it spawned was going
to be the “latest dance craze.” In the same music room, Brian brought his baby brother into their
embryonic group, observing that Carl had a high, clear voice that blended well with his
own.Here, too, David Marks invited Carl to bring his cheap Kay guitar along to visit Dave’s music
teacher, John Maus.7 (Carl had previously had lessons with Dean Brownel, a family friend from
whom he had acquired his middle name. “Dean Brownel was a very technical musician,” he
recalled. “He used to say of a chord, ‘Oh, that’s a G-flat third, augmented by a fifth.’ We were
amused by that, but I was very impressed by his playing. He left his guitar at our house and I
learned a few barre chords.”6)Here, too, future pop star Chris Montez dropped by to visit and
make music with his Hawthorne High School classmates.8 And it was from this house that eight-
year-old Carl Wilson walked to a neighbor’s back yard and heard Little Richard sing ‘Tutti Frutti.’“I
just remember this incredible feeling of excitement in my body,” Carl later said. “It was just a
really emotional experience. I really didn’t know what it was that was going on, I just kind of came
on to this really heightened awareness … it really blew my mind.”9* * *The image The Beach



Boys projected of California may have been one of, as it says on the plaque, “sun, surf, and
romance,” but the state had a more complex history and culture than that would suggest. Few
cities in the world had the diversity of Los Angeles in the 50s. From a series of native Tongva
villages, California became a property of the Spanish crown, then Mexico. Before the discovery
of an underground lake in the Cucamonga Valley and the growing of the first successful Navel
Orange trees in nearby Riverside in the 1880s, Los Angeles was a frontier cowtown as rip-roarin’
and wild as Tombstone or Dodge City. Still basically a small hamlet, it enjoyed the reputation of
having the highest incidence of shootings, murders, and lynchings of any town west of the
Mississippi.10As workers over decades developed the South Bay ports of Long Beach and
Wilmington from the marshy coast west of Los Angeles to become the biggest deep water
harbor on the Pacific coast, the City of Los Angeles began importing (many contend ‘stealing’)
most of its water supply from nearby Owens Valley. The fruit industry overtook wheat and cattle
farming in the latter part of the 19th century. As the orchards and the South Bay ports gradually
took shape, immigrants from every corner of the world beat a path to this new world of abundant
sunshine and wide open spaces.With the major land routes into Los Angeles weaving through
the American south, southwest, and Mexico, the guitar-centric musical cultures of Spain and
Mexico predominated in the southern part of California, bringing with them the tradition of
Mexican vaqueros singing soothing ballads to calm the cattle at night and prevent restive herds
from stampeding or wandering off into the shoulder-high mustard grass of the foothills. Fusing
over time with Irish and English folk traditions, and then swing music, this new hybrid became
the ‘western’ in country & western music.11With the harbors came a vast influx of cultures:
Asian, Greek, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese, Middle Eastern, and others, who brought with
them expertise in harvesting the Pacific’s bounty. Italian, Mexican, and French immigrants
flocked to the vineyards that stretched from Fontana to Hollywood while the Dust Bowl and
nascent petroleum industries propelled southern and southwestern Americans down Route 66
to the citrus and deciduous fruit orchards overtaking the counties of San Bernardino, Riverside,
Orange, and Los Angeles. African-Americans and white rust-belt refugees carved out their own
niches in the patchwork of Los Angeles suburbs as air force, army, and navy bases expanded
after the attack on Pearl Harbor.12As soon as sound transformed the movie industry in the late
1920s, a diaspora of trained musicians, composers, and Broadway impresarios such as Frank
Loesser traded the rain and snow of New York to set up shop in sunny Hollywood. Soon Los
Angeles had its own Tin Pan Alley of coffee shops, drug store soda fountains, and recording
studios where songwriters loitered, pitched their wares, and kept their fingers on the creative
pulse of the ‘city of second chances’ to sell their songs to established recording artists and
movie and television studios.The glue holding together Southern California’s patchwork quilt of
cultures was Latin and its traditions easily joined with what newcomers brought with them: the
tradition of providing their own entertainment using portable stringed instruments—guitars,
mandolins, violins, ouds, guitarrón (the precursor to the modern bass guitar), and others—that
could be carried easily from town to town, house to house, and hauled out on a stage, a store, or



a back porch for a night of improvised festivities.In the 50s, Murry Wilson regularly made the 18-
mile drive from the Wilson family home in Hawthorne to the confluence of all of the musical
streams that flowed into Hollywood. There he recorded the songs he composed at home while
rubbing shoulders with musicians who would pop up time and time again in histories of music
and, most notably, his son’s careers.Murry’s destination was often Gold Star Recording Studios,
which was, in the words of its founder David S. Gold, “a parade of the world.” Located in the
heart of Hollywood at 6252 Santa Monica Boulevard (Route 66) where it intersected with Vine
Street, less than a mile south of the slightly more famous intersection of Hollywood and Vine,
Gold Star began its thirty-three-and-a-third years of existence by focusing on the tunesmith
trade. That meant recording demonstration records (or ‘demos’) in its two compact studios for
songwriters, whether successful Broadway impresarios like Loesser, aspiring tunesmiths like
Jay Livingston and Ray Evans, or a new breed of rock’n’roll songwriter, such as Eddie Cochran,
Bobby Day, and Phil Spector.13Dave Gold first met Murry in the hallways of Gold Star in the mid
50s. Over the years Gold would come to know Murry, first as a struggling songwriter, then as his
sons’ band’s early producer, and then upon his return to songwriting with his much-derided The
Many Moods Of Murry Wilson album.14Gold Star’s central location in Hollywood and easy,
informal approach to recording led to its becoming a popular networking spot for artists seeking
what was new. Musicians, arrangers, and songwriters often dropped by to see who was
recording. Meanwhile struggling songwriters availed themselves of the studio’s ‘Glamor Demo’
approach, in which Gold Star engineers and members of the Gold Star family, such as arranger/
composer Don Ralke and guitarist/bassist Ray Pohlman, would transform through overdubs a
plain piano-and-voice or guitar-and-voice demo into a fully realized recording.Gold Star later
played a role in many key Beach Boys moments: from Murry’s early works in the 50s, like
‘Leaves,’ to some of Brian’s first independent productions, such as ‘Pamela Jean’ by The
Survivors, which often ended up reworked on early Beach Boys albums. By the 60s, Brian was a
regular at Gold Star, studying his hero Phil Spector. Later he used the studio to begin
experimenting with more complex songs and productions such as ‘I Just Wasn’t Made For
These Times,’ ‘Good Vibrations,’ ‘Heroes And Villains,’ and the seminal tracks for the album that
would become Sunflower, which he would later complete in his own Brother Studios.While the
engineers at other studios would often work to circumvent Murry’s meddling, Murry was part of
the Gold Star family and chose Gold Star to record his own album. Stan Ross, Dave Gold’s
partner, remembered each of the Wilson brothers stopping by and offering to “help out the old
man.”15 More importantly, as an independent studio rather than an in-house record label, Gold
Star stood at the center of the rock’n’roll revolution in Los Angeles and recorded the artists who
later exercised some of the biggest influence on The Beach Boys, such as Duane Eddy, Ritchie
Valens, and especially Phil Spector.To compete with its heavily capitalized competition, such as
Capitol, RCA, and Columbia studios, Gold Star focused on building repeat business and
positive word of mouth, so it fostered a warm, friendly, creative atmosphere where people like
Murry Wilson could be among those he considered his peers in the music community.“Murry



began dropping by Gold Star in the early 50s,” said Gold. “He would bring in Audree on most
occasions. He was an amateur writer trying to produce a record.” Because Murry owned a tool
store as part of his business, Gold, a lover of tools who not only handcrafted the bulk of Gold
Star’s key recording technology but even built the front doors for the business, was “very taken
with that,” and they conversed frequently.“My impression of Murry is that he was what would be
described as kind of a ‘redneck,’” Gold said. In his conversations with Murry, he found Murry to
be basically a good heart beating under a gruff exterior: a hard-charging bull in a china shop
who could be reduced to tears by beautiful melodies.“I got the feeling he didn’t want to be that
way,” Gold said. “I know he was very hard on the boys.” Murry was also famously generous,
however. Returning from a trip to Japan, he found his way to Gold Star to make a gift of
expensive silk pajamas to Gold’s wife Mitzi.16Part of the Gold Star experience was rubbing
shoulders with a wide variety of film composers, songwriters, and musicians, and Gold and Ross
facilitated that sense of family by introducing clients to one another to see if sparks might fly,
especially if it meant work for the growing Gold Star family.Two of the key players introduced to
Murry’s orbit were Ralke and Pohlman. Ralke would go on to produce The Sunrays, the band
Murry produced after he was sacked as The Beach Boys’ manager, and The Many Moods Of
Murry Wilson. Pohlman became one of Brian’s first-call bassists. “That was Stan’s doing,” said
Gold. “Whenever he got the chance, he would hook people up.”17* * *Even as Murry recorded
demos of his songs at Gold Star in the late 50s, a new generation of West Coast rockers hung
out in the hallways, making connections in the music business. They included two young artists
who would exert a tremendous influence on The Beach Boys’ future: Ritchie Valens and Dick
Dale.Today, Valens can be viewed, along with Eddie Cochran, as one of the founding fathers of
West Coast rock’n’roll. Ritchie first came to Gold Star in 1958, at the age of 17. There he and his
producer Bob Keane cobbled together Ritchie’s first hit record ‘Come On, Let’s Go,’ using many
of the session musicians from what was then known as the Clique and later became known as
the Wrecking Crew, including guitarist/bassist Carol Kaye, drummer Earl Palmer, and guitarist
Rene Hall.The success of Ritchie’s follow-up single, ‘Oh, Donna,’ encouraged Keane to expand
his artist list on his newly formed Del-Fi Records. One of his first signings was a young rockabilly
singer/guitarist named Dick Dale (formerly Richard Monsour), who performed on local country &
western television programs and local rock venues. He had even appeared as a rock star in the
1960 Marilyn Monroe film Let’s Make Love.18Years before the 1996 film Pulp Fiction finally
elevated Dick Dale to his long-deserved status as one of rock’n’roll’s guitar godfathers, Carl
assessed Dale’s influence on his own guitar playing in a 1981 interview with Geoffrey Himes. “A
lot of stuff that people thought I invented was just the way people played guitar in LA,” Wilson
said. “At that time Dick Dale was really happening. He played at the Rendezvous Ballroom in
Newport Beach. The Bel Airs were playing big dances. Surf music wasn’t vocal then, it was
guitar bands playing instrumentals in the style of The Ventures. Surf guitar was a real simple,
hokey guitar style; they’d play the melody down in a lower register. These kids would buy these
huge (Fender) amps, crank them up and those simple little melodies would just roar. But Dick



Dale was different from the rest, because he had more control and more bite. Ooh, Dick Dale;
that’s who you wanted to sound like if you were a guitarist in LA in those years.”19The
relationship between Dale and The Beach Boys proved mutually beneficial. According to Jon
Stebbins, who wrote definitive biographies of both Dennis Wilson and David Marks, Dale owed
much of his fame beyond Southern California to The Beach Boys’ recordings of his classics,
‘Miserlou’ and ‘Let’s Go Trippin’’ on their 1963 Surfin’ USA album. They also reprised ‘Let’s Go
Trippin’’ on their million-selling Beach Boys Concert album.20“There is no doubt The Beach
Boys put the music of Dick Dale into the national consciousness in a big way,” Stebbins said.
“Millions of kids around the world were digging Dick Dale through Carl, David, and Al that
otherwise would never have heard that music until maybe Pulp Fiction. Surf guitar lovers should
thank Carl Wilson and The Beach Boys every day because they were by far the most effective
ambassadors of the genre.”21Surfing had been part of Southern California culture since the
early 1900s and many notable Southern California athletes, such as Olympians Duke
Kahanamoko and Tarzan star Johnny Weissmuller, were often joined out on the waves by young
actors like John Wayne or Cliff Robertson. But the realm that Dale ruled actually began on a
June day in 1958, when a 24-year-old engineering student from Ontario, California, named
Hobart ‘Hobie’ Alter carried his latest experiment down to Brooks Street Beach in Laguna
Beach, caught a wave, and changed the history of a sport and a state forever. He had replaced
the traditional heavy carved wooden board with a lighter, cheaper board made from a block of
polystyrene foam, covered in fiberglass and resin. Owning a surfboard went from weeks of
exacting shaping, glassing, and finishing to a simple trip to a surf shop.22A year earlier, a writer
named Friedrich Kohner (later Americanized to Frederick) had immersed himself in his young
daughter Kathy’s adventures, surfing at Malibu Beach. Barely tipping the scales at 95lbs and
only five feet tall, Kathy Kohner found herself nicknamed ‘Gidget’ (‘girl’ plus ‘midget’) by a surfer
named Terry ‘Tubesteak’ Tracy, who along with fellow surfers Mickey ‘Da Cat’ Dora, Mickey
Munoz, Dewey Weber, and others provided the first role models for young California
surfers.Kohner, who had fled Austria to escape the Holocaust, fictionalized his daughter’s story
into the novel Gidget in 1957. By 1959, the book had sold over half a million copies and
Columbia Pictures had Kohner write the script for the film version, starring teen idols James
Darren and Sandra Dee (who was stunt-doubled in the surfing scenes by Munoz in a blond wig
and bikini). It provided the world with a romanticized view of the new surfing culture springing up
along the coasts of Southern California. Young Americans flocked to the Golden State from
colder American climes as part of a mass migration fueled by Cold War defense spending.Yet,
after the Gidget phenomenon and the invention of the modern surfboard, it took a third
innovation to complete the trifecta of events transforming Southern California into the sun-and-
fun paradise The Beach Boys sang about. Orange County musical instrument manufacturer Leo
Fender provided the third element when he created the first modular or ‘stack’ amplifier.Fender
didn’t play guitar but began his journey in transforming music as a radio repairman. Frequently
called upon to repair the amplifiers of working musicians, he sought to develop the most efficient



designs possible. Then, recognizing that an electric guitar was essentially an amplifier driver, he
focused on the most efficient guitar designs. By 1958, not only had Fender introduced such
classic designs as the Fender Telecaster, Stratocaster, Jazzmaster, and Precision Bass, his
influence would extend to his fellow instrument makers, who began designing their own
solidbody guitars.Fender stood apart from his fellow guitar builders by focusing on meeting the
needs of working musicians, such as blues guitarist Pee Wee Crayton, session guitarist Del
Casher, and an up-and-coming rockabilly artist who had recently changed his stage name to
Dick Dale. Fender would supply each of them with a prototype or early model and then poll them
for their opinions.23 Not being a musician himself, “he listened to musicians,” said guitarist John
Jorgenson.24 Dale suggested that the pickup switch on the Stratocaster be modified to engage
two single-coil pickups at once, creating a fatter, warmer sound, similar to the popular
‘humbucker’ pickups on rival electric guitars (which were essentially two single-coil pickups
wired together to diminish extraneous noise).25The guitar, Dale said, wasn’t the issue; his
problem was that he kept blowing up his amplifiers. So, one evening in 1961, Fender and his
associate Fred Tavares traveled the nearly 30 miles from Fullerton to the Balboa Peninsula in
Newport Beach to a beachside ballroom, where they navigated through moving clusters of
surfers stomping the hardwood floors to the driving rhythms of Dick Dale & His Del
Tones.26Fender listened. The next day he returned to his factory in Fullerton and changed
music forever, creating the Showman amplifier, which allowed lead guitar to be the dominant
voice in a group. In time it would make Carl Wilson the leader of the touring Beach
Boys.27Chapter ThreeSeems So Long AgoWhen Carl Wilson died, in 1996, friends, fans, and
the media mourned him as an angel or a saint; yet few wondered how a home environment that
had produced one of the world’s most important and damaged musicians, and another who
embodied the ‘sex, drugs, and rock’n’roll’ lifestyle, could have produced a man who was by all
accounts the essence of gentleness, humility, and warmth.In his youth, those closest to Carl
marveled—in fact, worried—that he never seemed to lose his temper and kept everything
bottled up inside. In his older years, as the children, wives, and ex-wives of band members
proliferated, he was known as ‘Papa Bear’ for the way he assumed the oversight of the offspring
of his brothers and cousins.1“He had a way of disagreeing with you in the kindest way,” said
Stephen W. Desper, a long-time Beach Boys sound engineer and the designer of Brother
Studios. “I must say, I never saw him get mad, or angry, or shout, or come undone. He was the
leader during Brian’s illness because he was so stable, steady, solid, and strong in the way he
handled adversity. His competence gave the group confidence, a most needed attribute during
those times when the group seemed to be on a downturn. He always retained that confident
attitude.”2Gerry Beckley, America guitarist and future partner in Beckley-Lamm-Wilson, saw a
slightly different side. “I know he had some hard edges. And I saw them, and I could see Carl
getting riled up, but very, very rarely.”3The childhood that shaped Carl Wilson varied from the
one that shaped his brothers Dennis and Brian, largely because there was so little of it. At 14, he
was recording songs with the band that became The Beach Boys. By the age of 16, he was a



guitar star. When he was 18, he assumed the role of onstage musical leader of the band that
stood as America’s greatest hope to dethrone The Beatles.The usual answer to the question of
Carl’s nearly imperturbable geniality is that Dennis inherited Murry’s volatility and Carl inherited
Audree’s sweetness. He was always close to his mother and he was apparently her favorite. She
told Carl’s wife Gina that he didn’t start talking until he was three.4 Another idea is that, if Brian
poured his pain into music and Dennis released his with sex and mischief, Carl found comfort in
food, contributing to the weight issue that caused the shy and sensitive boy to be bullied
mercilessly by neighborhood children with nicknames like ‘porky.’5Throughout his career,
journalists or insiders treated Carl’s weight cavalierly. Brian once wrote a song about his fat
brother and recorded it on his Wollensak tape recorder.6 In interviews or profiles of the band,
writers made a point of noting Carl’s preference for jump suits to ameliorate any vestiges of baby
fat or remarked that the appearance of ‘chubby little Carl’ worked against The Beach Boys
developing a viable image in the 60s.7Before they were The Beach Boys, they were high school
athletes. Brian excelled in football and baseball, Mike ran track, and the Love family produced
not one but two celebrated college and professional basketball players: Mike’s brother Stan Love
and nephew Kevin Love. Dennis surfed (Mike would learn later) and Al Jardine, another
Hawthorne High boy, could claim that Brian cost him his football career when a play went awry
and left Al limping off the field with a broken leg. While David Marks was too young to pursue
high school sports (he was still in today’s equivalent of middle school when he joined the band),
he more than anybody matched the image of a surfer with his slender frame and bushy blond
hair. While Carl demonstrated an early talent for baseball, his opportunity to develop as an
athlete diminished with each new Beach Boys success.Incidentally, Carl was born left-handed,
but throughout his life played guitar right-handed.8 While left-handers comprise only ten percent
of the population, left-handed musicians seemed to exercise a disproportionate influence on the
music of the 60s. Paul McCartney played his bass and guitars strung for a lefty (or ‘mirror
image’), and Ringo Starr always said that being a left-hander playing a right-hand drum kit gave
him a unique approach not shared by drummers playing the correct line up. While Carl’s hero
Dick Dale and Jimi Hendrix were both lefties, Dale strung his guitar as a right-hander would and
played his instruments upside down, with the bass strings below the high strings.9 Paul Simon,
Ritchie Valens, and Mike Bloomfield were, like Carl, lefties who played right-handed.10Brian’s
love for music and the emotional release it provided was common knowledge among friends and
family when he commandeered family members to sing his arrangements around the piano.
Carl’s proved to be a more private passion, jamming with David Marks or Chris Montez, or sitting
alone learning chords and figures from Duane Eddy and Chuck Berry records in a home where
pianos ruled.Carl himself left few clues to his childhood. In the song ‘Seems So Long Ago’ on his
1981 debut album Carl Wilson, the lost childhood Carl laments seems far removed from the
inferno of familial dysfunction often portrayed in biographies of the band or its individual
members. With Myrna Smith helping him shape his lyrics, as Tony Asher had done with Brian’s
Pet Sounds songs, Carl conjures a gentle tableau of his childhood, recalling the trees in the



Wilson yard, his mother’s “sweet smile” and how his father “worked so hard.” He sings of “the
good times we shared” and how much his parents cared, which is not the usual story told about
life with Murry Wilson. But there is a reminder, too, of the moral guidance he received and which
he took to heart: “to not do wrong.”Children in larger families often find when growing up that the
parents they recall and their childhood memories are often far different than the recollections of
their siblings. In interviews, Carl was always careful to mention his parents’ support, noting that
Murry sold his business to focus on The Beach Boys’ career. In the liner notes to The Beach
Boys’ 1964 album All Summer Long, while each of the other Beach Boys reveals his personality
in the short paragraph appearing above his name, Carl, as always, quietly assumes the role of
caretaker and caregiver that would distinguish his life:“It’s been a while now, but it seems like we
just started out yesterday. I still get that overwhelming feeling when we’re announced to come
onstage. And a fantastic ovation—you could never know how much we appreciate them. To Mom
and Dad: Brian, Dennis and you: I hope you are proud of us. You know we owe so much to
you.”11Much of those differences in the parent-child relationship can be attributed to the fact
that parents do learn over time. It is a common axiom that the oldest child is the one parents
‘make their mistakes on.’ This would be especially true in the Wilson home, where Murry’s role
model for fatherhood was the distant, disagreeable, and volcanic Buddy; Audree’s father was by
some accounts a stern presence in the home.In larger families, older children are shanghaied
into the child-rearing process by being given small doses of parental authority to accomplish
small tasks, such as getting one’s brothers or sisters ready for bed or a family outing. Older
siblings, particularly in homes such as the Wilsons’, will often band together in common cause to
protect one parent against another or to protect one another.Whatever can be said about the
relationship between Brian and Murry, it was one of anything but neglect. Given Brian’s early
musical gifts, and the possible guilt Murry may have felt when Brian was diagnosed with 90
percent hearing loss in his right ear, Brian was in many ways the ‘fair-haired’ child.12 Even
Murry’s detractors marvel at the attention and resources he lavished on his oldest son, which
included buying him a car and building him his own music room.13With only two years between
them, it was often left to Dennis—who would go on to be the band’s sex symbol and the
songwriting partner of Charles Manson—to co-parent Carl. While miles of ink have been
lavished on Brian’s mental disorders and chemical addictions, most music journalists, with the
exception of Dennis’s biographer Jon Stebbins, have been content to accept Dennis at face
value. Yet over the years, even casual Beach Boys insiders saw indications in Dennis of what
would today probably be diagnosed as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
According to the National Institute of Mental Health, ADHD “is one of the most common
childhood disorders and can continue through adolescence and adulthood. Symptoms include
difficulty staying focused and paying attention, difficulty controlling behavior, and hyperactivity
(over-activity).”14Alternatively, Dennis might have suffered from Oppositional Defiant Disorder,
displayed by children who are overly stubborn or rebellious and refuse to obey rules, or Bipolar
Disorder, “in which extreme mood swings go from mania (an extremely high elevated mood) to



depression in short periods of time.”15Brian marveled at Dennis’s nervous energy and
physicality even when it created issues in the studio. During the overdubbing of vocals on
‘Wouldn’t It Be Nice,’ Brian found himself fretting for hours on how to capture Dennis’s vocal part,
as Dennis would frequently lose focus on the microphone and glance around the studio during
recordings. Brian finally struck upon a solution by having Dennis cup his hands over his mouth to
keep his attention focused on the mic.Chapter ThreeSeems So Long AgoWhen Carl Wilson
died, in 1996, friends, fans, and the media mourned him as an angel or a saint; yet few
wondered how a home environment that had produced one of the world’s most important and
damaged musicians, and another who embodied the ‘sex, drugs, and rock’n’roll’ lifestyle, could
have produced a man who was by all accounts the essence of gentleness, humility, and
warmth.In his youth, those closest to Carl marveled—in fact, worried—that he never seemed to
lose his temper and kept everything bottled up inside. In his older years, as the children, wives,
and ex-wives of band members proliferated, he was known as ‘Papa Bear’ for the way he
assumed the oversight of the offspring of his brothers and cousins.1“He had a way of
disagreeing with you in the kindest way,” said Stephen W. Desper, a long-time Beach Boys
sound engineer and the designer of Brother Studios. “I must say, I never saw him get mad, or
angry, or shout, or come undone. He was the leader during Brian’s illness because he was so
stable, steady, solid, and strong in the way he handled adversity. His competence gave the
group confidence, a most needed attribute during those times when the group seemed to be on
a downturn. He always retained that confident attitude.”2Gerry Beckley, America guitarist and
future partner in Beckley-Lamm-Wilson, saw a slightly different side. “I know he had some hard
edges. And I saw them, and I could see Carl getting riled up, but very, very rarely.”3The
childhood that shaped Carl Wilson varied from the one that shaped his brothers Dennis and
Brian, largely because there was so little of it. At 14, he was recording songs with the band that
became The Beach Boys. By the age of 16, he was a guitar star. When he was 18, he assumed
the role of onstage musical leader of the band that stood as America’s greatest hope to dethrone
The Beatles.The usual answer to the question of Carl’s nearly imperturbable geniality is that
Dennis inherited Murry’s volatility and Carl inherited Audree’s sweetness. He was always close
to his mother and he was apparently her favorite. She told Carl’s wife Gina that he didn’t start
talking until he was three.4 Another idea is that, if Brian poured his pain into music and Dennis
released his with sex and mischief, Carl found comfort in food, contributing to the weight issue
that caused the shy and sensitive boy to be bullied mercilessly by neighborhood children with
nicknames like ‘porky.’5Throughout his career, journalists or insiders treated Carl’s weight
cavalierly. Brian once wrote a song about his fat brother and recorded it on his Wollensak tape
recorder.6 In interviews or profiles of the band, writers made a point of noting Carl’s preference
for jump suits to ameliorate any vestiges of baby fat or remarked that the appearance of ‘chubby
little Carl’ worked against The Beach Boys developing a viable image in the 60s.7Before they
were The Beach Boys, they were high school athletes. Brian excelled in football and baseball,
Mike ran track, and the Love family produced not one but two celebrated college and



professional basketball players: Mike’s brother Stan Love and nephew Kevin Love. Dennis surfed
(Mike would learn later) and Al Jardine, another Hawthorne High boy, could claim that Brian cost
him his football career when a play went awry and left Al limping off the field with a broken leg.
While David Marks was too young to pursue high school sports (he was still in today’s equivalent
of middle school when he joined the band), he more than anybody matched the image of a
surfer with his slender frame and bushy blond hair. While Carl demonstrated an early talent for
baseball, his opportunity to develop as an athlete diminished with each new Beach Boys
success.Incidentally, Carl was born left-handed, but throughout his life played guitar right-
handed.8 While left-handers comprise only ten percent of the population, left-handed musicians
seemed to exercise a disproportionate influence on the music of the 60s. Paul McCartney played
his bass and guitars strung for a lefty (or ‘mirror image’), and Ringo Starr always said that being
a left-hander playing a right-hand drum kit gave him a unique approach not shared by drummers
playing the correct line up. While Carl’s hero Dick Dale and Jimi Hendrix were both lefties, Dale
strung his guitar as a right-hander would and played his instruments upside down, with the bass
strings below the high strings.9 Paul Simon, Ritchie Valens, and Mike Bloomfield were, like Carl,
lefties who played right-handed.10Brian’s love for music and the emotional release it provided
was common knowledge among friends and family when he commandeered family members to
sing his arrangements around the piano. Carl’s proved to be a more private passion, jamming
with David Marks or Chris Montez, or sitting alone learning chords and figures from Duane Eddy
and Chuck Berry records in a home where pianos ruled.Carl himself left few clues to his
childhood. In the song ‘Seems So Long Ago’ on his 1981 debut album Carl Wilson, the lost
childhood Carl laments seems far removed from the inferno of familial dysfunction often
portrayed in biographies of the band or its individual members. With Myrna Smith helping him
shape his lyrics, as Tony Asher had done with Brian’s Pet Sounds songs, Carl conjures a gentle
tableau of his childhood, recalling the trees in the Wilson yard, his mother’s “sweet smile” and
how his father “worked so hard.” He sings of “the good times we shared” and how much his
parents cared, which is not the usual story told about life with Murry Wilson. But there is a
reminder, too, of the moral guidance he received and which he took to heart: “to not do
wrong.”Children in larger families often find when growing up that the parents they recall and
their childhood memories are often far different than the recollections of their siblings. In
interviews, Carl was always careful to mention his parents’ support, noting that Murry sold his
business to focus on The Beach Boys’ career. In the liner notes to The Beach Boys’ 1964 album
All Summer Long, while each of the other Beach Boys reveals his personality in the short
paragraph appearing above his name, Carl, as always, quietly assumes the role of caretaker and
caregiver that would distinguish his life:“It’s been a while now, but it seems like we just started
out yesterday. I still get that overwhelming feeling when we’re announced to come onstage. And
a fantastic ovation—you could never know how much we appreciate them. To Mom and Dad:
Brian, Dennis and you: I hope you are proud of us. You know we owe so much to you.”11Much of
those differences in the parent-child relationship can be attributed to the fact that parents do



learn over time. It is a common axiom that the oldest child is the one parents ‘make their
mistakes on.’ This would be especially true in the Wilson home, where Murry’s role model for
fatherhood was the distant, disagreeable, and volcanic Buddy; Audree’s father was by some
accounts a stern presence in the home.In larger families, older children are shanghaied into the
child-rearing process by being given small doses of parental authority to accomplish small tasks,
such as getting one’s brothers or sisters ready for bed or a family outing. Older siblings,
particularly in homes such as the Wilsons’, will often band together in common cause to protect
one parent against another or to protect one another.Whatever can be said about the
relationship between Brian and Murry, it was one of anything but neglect. Given Brian’s early
musical gifts, and the possible guilt Murry may have felt when Brian was diagnosed with 90
percent hearing loss in his right ear, Brian was in many ways the ‘fair-haired’ child.12 Even
Murry’s detractors marvel at the attention and resources he lavished on his oldest son, which
included buying him a car and building him his own music room.13With only two years between
them, it was often left to Dennis—who would go on to be the band’s sex symbol and the
songwriting partner of Charles Manson—to co-parent Carl. While miles of ink have been
lavished on Brian’s mental disorders and chemical addictions, most music journalists, with the
exception of Dennis’s biographer Jon Stebbins, have been content to accept Dennis at face
value. Yet over the years, even casual Beach Boys insiders saw indications in Dennis of what
would today probably be diagnosed as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
According to the National Institute of Mental Health, ADHD “is one of the most common
childhood disorders and can continue through adolescence and adulthood. Symptoms include
difficulty staying focused and paying attention, difficulty controlling behavior, and hyperactivity
(over-activity).”14Alternatively, Dennis might have suffered from Oppositional Defiant Disorder,
displayed by children who are overly stubborn or rebellious and refuse to obey rules, or Bipolar
Disorder, “in which extreme mood swings go from mania (an extremely high elevated mood) to
depression in short periods of time.”15Brian marveled at Dennis’s nervous energy and
physicality even when it created issues in the studio. During the overdubbing of vocals on
‘Wouldn’t It Be Nice,’ Brian found himself fretting for hours on how to capture Dennis’s vocal part,
as Dennis would frequently lose focus on the microphone and glance around the studio during
recordings. Brian finally struck upon a solution by having Dennis cup his hands over his mouth to
keep his attention focused on the mic.
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Robby Soriano, “that my interest in guitar playing and that "Beach Boy sound" is a huge reason I
like this book. This book, Crowley's "Long Promised Road," gives me lots of information that
explains why The Beach Boys are who they are. It allows me to focus on Carl Wilson - his life as
a musician, the environment in which he grew up, his being a guitar player, his sound and the
fruits of all these combined. Speaking of Carl's environment, the Kent Crowley book about Carl
Wilson gives me an easy-to-understand picture of what went on in his family, the music scene at
the time, all that was happening to define California culture (had to be an influence on Carl), and
even what was going on in California's guitar making scene (particularly the references made to
the Fender electric guitar). I own and play several guitars and amps, Fender being among the
brands.I'm sure Carl played and probably owned or had access to many more guitars and amps
than I will ever encounter in a lifetime - unless I played everything on the wall and on the sales
floor at our local music stores. I have to admit, that my interest in guitar playing and that "Beach
Boy sound" is a huge reason I like this book. Now I'm really hearing and paying more attention to
Carl's guitar riffs in my favorite Beach Boys songs! It makes me want to plug in my Fender
electric and play those riffs myself.Just reading this book keeps that distinct Beach Boys sound
in my head. The references to Carl's role as the band's lead guitar player and major contributor
to The Beach Boys sound is, in my opinion, really inspiring!Crowley put a lot of information in this
book and I found it easy to soak up being a guitar enthusiast and a fan of The Beach Boys. From
the info in Crowley's book, and from personal experience, I can easily see how living in such a
family and community environment can affect the outcome of the anyone's life. Before reading
the book, I wasn't even aware that Carl was a lefty who played guitars right-handed! (Chapter 3 -
I learned something new.)After reading the book, I can say that I got much more out of it -
especially a better appreciation for Carl Wilson as a musician. Thanks to Crowley's book, I have
new things I can share with my music buddies, new stories to tell, and what's more, an even
greater urge to plug in my guitar and play those Carl Wilson guitar riffs myself. I'm sure he had
influence from major guitar players mentioned in the book, and sure enough, he apparently used
that influence well.I'm sure many, especially guitar enthusiasts like myself, will appreciate the
information "The Long Promised Road" provides. Thanks, Kent Crowley, for your book and the
effort you apparently put into it.I often check out "box opening" reviews so I thought I should
throw this in: When I first opened the book c/o Amazon, I was first impressed by the quality of the
paperback. Then I was drawn in by the very obvious photo section in the middle of the book (I've
always appreciated books with lots of pictures). I appreciated the free, 2-day shipping deal with
Amazon Prime, got the book on a Tuesday afternoon and started reading it that night.Buying it, I
believe I got way more for my money!”

Flghtmedic, “Always a favorite of mine, Carl Wilson and The Beach Boys. I enjoyed this book a
great deal. I've read many books on The Beach Boys and their individual members. Long



Promised Road is the best so far.I always felt Carl Wilson was a one of the best guitar players
around. With the analysis and anecdotes in this book I'm even more convinced.When you
become a rock and roll star at the age of 14 and go from a novice player to a virtuoso by the age
of 18 or 19 and then touring musical director and producer without credit by 21, you've got
something special.If Carl hadn't passed from cancer, I imagine he'd still be the rock holding the
band together and Brian would still be producing songs for the band.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great read. I really enjoyed this book. Great read for any Beach Boys
fan. I literally couldn’t put it down! Focuses on Carl obviously but covers the band also. Loads of
interesting facts about songs and musicians from the sixties and seventies so gave me a lot of
new artists to check out on Spotify.”

e.m. groves, “Excellent.. Very interesting and informative book.”

The book by Laura Gallego has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 210 people have provided feedback.
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